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Abstract ……..

This document is the last of a trilogy related to FuRII, a per-pixel image classification tool 
developed at DRDC Valcartier and integrated as a toolbox into ENVI, an image-processing tool 
developed by Exelis VIS.  

FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning applied to Image Intelligence) is an information fusion tool in which the 
imprecise knowledge on objects to extract from images is modeled with membership functions. 
Fusion may be performed within the framework of the fuzzy set theory or the evidence theory. In 
the latter case, it is possible to select a closed-word or an open-world paradigm. In all cases, it is 
possible to weight sources according to their reliability. Within FuRII, objects to extract are 
modeled independently in each image component (spectral bands, texture images, etc.) thus 
allowing the ingestion of multiple source data.

Results showed that the integration of reliability in the fusion process did not allow significant 
improvement in the classification performance. It is also demonstrated that the simplest fusion 
operators perform better. Among them, the fuzzy quantified adaptive fusion is identified as the 
best operator to use in terms of performance and computation time. FuRII’s results have also been 
compared to that of the traditional maximum likelihood classifier (MLC). It is found that the 
MLC performs better when data is normally distributed. On the opposite, with non-normal 
distributions, quantified adaptive fusion operator performs better.

Although FuRII is designed for imagery exploitation, the expertise in fusion gained during this 
work implies that fusion mechanisms developed here could be transposed to other domains such 
as target detection and identification in a tactical context.

Résumé ….....

Ce document est le dernier d’une trilogie traitant de FuRII, un outil de classification d’image 
pixel-par-pixel développé à RDDC Valcartier et intégré à ENVI, un outil de traitement d’image 
développé par Exelis VIS.

FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning applied to Image Intelligence) est basé sur la théorie des ensembles flous 
et sur la théorie de l’évidence et la connaissance imprécise sur les objets à cartographier est 
modélisée avec des fonctions d’appartenance. La fusion peut ensuite se faire dans le cadre de la 
théorie des ensembles flous ou dans le cadre de la théorie de l’évidence. Dans ce dernier cas, on 
peut choisir un contexte de monde fermé ou de monde ouvert. Dans tous les cas, on peut choisir 
ou non de pondérer les sources en fonction de leur fiabilité. Avec FuRII, les objets à cartographier 
ou à extraire des images sont modélisés de façon indépendante dans chacune des bandes. Ainsi, 
l’outil permet l’intégration de données multisources. 

Les résultats obtenus ont démontré que la pondération des sources, en fonction de leur fiabilité,
dans le processus de fusion ne permettait pas une amélioration significative. Les résultats ont 
également permis de démontrer que les opérateurs de fusion les plus simples étaient les plus 
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efficaces. Parmi eux, l’opérateur de fusion adaptative quantifiée, constitue la meilleure approche à 
utiliser en termes de performance et de rapidité de calcul. La performance de FuRII a également 
été comparée à celle d’une méthode classique basée sur le maximum de vraisemblance (MV) et 
les résultats démontrent que la méthode MV est plus efficace quand les données sont distribuées 
normalement. À l’opposé, avec des données multisources disparates, la fusion adaptative 
quantifiée demeure supérieure. 

Bien que FuRII soit destiné à l’exploitation d’images, l’expertise en fusion générée par cette 
étude permet de penser que les mécanismes de fusion développés ici pourraient être transposés à 
d’autres domaines tels la détection et l’identification de cibles dans un contexte tactique. 
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Executive summary 

FuRII: An ENVI classification toolbox: Evaluation and validation
Fran ois Leduc; DRDC Valcartier TR 2012-132; Defence R&D Canada
– Valcartier; April 2013.

Introduction or background: This document is the last of a trilogy and is about the 
development of FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning applied to Image Intelligence) an image per pixel
classification tool implemented as a toolbox into ENVI, an image processing tool developed by 
Exelis VIS. Version 1 of FuRII was developed internally. ersion 2 was developed under a 
contractual effort in the framework of the ARP project 15DK (Current and Emerging 
Image Exploitation Techniques) between 2009 and 2012. 

FuRII allows modelling  imprecise knowledge  objects 
extract from imagery  each image component (spectral band, 
texture, etc.). , a multispectral image composed of six bands is considered 
as a data set composed of six independent sources. If the knowledge is modeled with 
membership functions, fusion can either be carried out within the framework of fuzzy set theory 
or evidence theory. In both cases, it is possible to weigh sources according to their reliability. In 
the case of evidential fusion, it is possible to consider a closed-world or an open-world
paradigm. In the case of closed-world,  can be simply normalised or ignorance can be 
integrated into the fusion process. All the concepts mentioned in this report are described in the 
first and second reports of the trilogy [1], [2]. As one can undersand, FuRII s a R&D tool  
contain  numerous parameters that can be controlled. The main objective of this study is to 
identify the best configuration . The secondary objective is to better 
understand the behaviour of each parameter and its effect on the fusion results. 

Results: The results have demonstrated that  sources weighting
according to their reliability, did not improvement the classification accuracy. Results have 
also shown that the simplest models are the best ones and  as such  fuzzy quantified 
adaptive fusion has been identified as the best approach to use in terms of performance and 
computation time. FuRII’s performance has also been compared to that of the traditional 
maximum likelihood classification (MLC) method  and results have shown that MLC 
performs better when data in normally distributed. , with non-normal data 
distributions, quantified adaptive fusion performed better. Results have demonstrated that 
fusion performance was intimately related to the chosen frequency distribution normalisation 
method. The analysis of these results permitted t  three simple production 
rules guiding the selection of the normalisation method depending on data distribution.

Significance: The development of FuRII a good understanding of the 
parameters involved in multisource fusion. Although FuRII is dedicated to imagery exploitation, 
the expertise on fusion gained during this that the fusion mechanisms
developed here could be transposed in  other domains such as target detection and identification 
in a tactical context.
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Future plans: The results obtained do not allow us to  the superiority of the 
multisource fusion over traditional methods. In fact, the performance of usion operators

s strongly influenced by the type of data normalisation. If there is a continu
this question  examined .  the 15DK 

project and its contract #W7701-092854 .
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Sommaire .....

FuRII: An ENVI classification toolbox : Evaluation and validation
Fran ois Leduc ; DRDC Valcartier TR 2012-132 ; R & D pour la défense Canada 
– Valcartier; avril 2013.

Introduction ou contexte : Ce document est le dernier d’une trilogie et concerne le 
développement de FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning applied to Image Intelligence), un outil de 
classification d’image pixel-par-pixel basée sur la fusion multisource et implanté dans le logiciel 
ENVI de Exelis VIS. Si la version 1 de FuRII a été développée à l’interne, la version 2 a été 
développée sous contrat dans le cadre du projet PRA 15DK (Current and Emerging Image 
Exploitation Techniques) entre les années 2009 et 2012.  

FuRII permet de modéliser les connaissances imprécises sur les objets à extraire des images de 
façon indépendante dans chacune des bandes. Ainsi, une image multispectrale composée de six 
bandes est considérée comme un ensemble de données de six sources indépendantes. Si la 
connaissance est modélisée avec des fonctions d’appartenance, la fusion peut se faire soit dans le 
cadre de la théorie des ensembles flous ou soit avec la théorie de l’évidence. Dans les deux cas, il 
est possible de pondérer les sources en fonction de leur fiabilité. Dans le cas de la fusion 
évidentielle, il est possible de considérer un monde fermé ou un monde ouvert. Dans le cas d’un 
monde fermé, on peut utiliser une simple normalisation ou encore intégrer le concept d’ignorance. 
Tous les concepts énumérés ici sont détaillés dans les deux premiers rapports de la trilogie [1], 
[2]. Comme on peut le voir, FuRII est un outil de R&D et, en ce sens, il comporte de nombreux 
paramètres à contrôler. Le principal objectif de cette étude est d’identifier quelle est la meilleure 
configuration à utiliser tandis que l’objectif secondaire est de mieux comprendre les effets de 
chacun des paramètres sur le processus de fusion.

Résultats : Les résultats obtenus ont démontré que la pondération des sources, en fonction de leur 
fiabilité, dans le processus de fusion ne permettait pas d’améliorer les résultats. Ils ont également 
permis de démontrer que les modèles les plus simples était les plus efficaces. Ainsi la fusion 
floue, avec l’opérateur de fusion adaptative quantifiée, constitue la meilleure approche à utiliser 
en termes de performance et de rapidité de calcul. La performance de FuRII a également été 
comparée à celle d’une méthode classique basée sur le maximum de vraisemblance (MV) et les 
résultats démontrent que la méthode MV est plus efficace quand les données sont distribuées 
normalement. À l’opposé, avec des données multisources disparates, la fusion adaptative 
quantifiée demeure supérieure. Les résultats ont démontré que la performance des opérateurs de 
fusion était étroitement liée à la méthode de normalisation des distributions de fréquences. 
L’analyse des résultats a permis d’identifier trois simples règles de production permettant de 
choisir le type de normalisation en fonction des distributions. 

Importance : Le développement de FuRII a permis de construire une très bonne compréhension 
des paramètres impliqués dans la fusion multisource. Bien que FuRII soit destiné à l’exploitation 
d’images, l’expertise en fusion générée par cette étude permet de penser que les mécanismes de 
fusion développés ici pourraient être transposés à d’autres domaines tels la détection de cibles 
dans un contexte tactique. 
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Perspectives: Les résultats obtenus avec cette étude ne permettent de conclure sur la supériorité 
de la fusion sur les méthodes traditionnelles. En fait, la performance des opérateurs de fusion est 
fortement influencée par le processus de normalisation des distributions de données. Si poursuite 
il y a des travaux dans ce domaine, un effort devrait être mis sur cette question. Mais le projet 
15DK, ainsi que le contrat #W7701-092854 qui s’y rattache, s’achèvent.   
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1 Introduction

This document is the last one of a trilogy related to FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning applied to Image 
Intelligence) an image per-pixel classification tool developed at DRDC Valcartier. The first 
document [1]  the theoretical aspects of the fusion modelling adapted to image 
classification he second document [2]  the implementation of FuRII version 1 into
ENVI, an image processing tool by Exelis VIS. The current version 2 of FuRII 
was developed in the framework of the ARP project 15DK (Current and Emerging
Image Exploitation Techniques) under contract #W7701-092854 between years 2009 and 2012. 

This last document of the trilogy focuse on the results obtained with FuRII using different 
data sets he reader is encouraged to read the first document [1]
further explanation. 

Information fusion can be defined as the process of integrating multisource information in 
order to take advantage of source , redundancy  and concordance. Fusion should 
be, hopefully, a synergetic process where results should become better, or at least stay the 
same,  the number of sources increases. A fusion process should also take into account 

between the sources. 

Information fusion is an important concept in the domain of persistent surveillance where an 
image analyst has to monitor a given region of interest  many types of imagery 
such as panchromatic (EO), multispectral (MSI), thermal (TIR) and radar (SAR) data. The 
development of FuRII was guided by the interest  developing a framework for testing several 
fusion models in order to find answers to the following questions  Is multisource fusion better 
than traditional classification methods?  Is synergy achieved within a fusion process? Among 
all fusion tools, which one is the best?

FuRII is a tool related to information fusion  has to be distinguished from data fusion. This
latter concept consists in combining data from several sources to produce a new data set that 
is considered to be more informative than all sources taken individually urther decision 
making  based on this new data set. , information fusion consists
extracting the information provided by different data sources and combining these pieces 
of information in . The reader has to keep in mind that there is no consensus
in these definitions [1].

Within FuRII, the imprecision of objects to be extracted from imagery is modelled with 
membership functions and these functions are useful because objects, in a given image
component (band), are not characterised by a unique pixel value. The fuzzy inference consists, for 
a given pixel, in assigning a membership value to each class and for each band by comparing the 
pixel value to each membership function. If m sources and n classes are used, the fuzzy inference 
results in a m by n array of membership values. This array becomes the starting point of the 
fusion process. The user can select between different normalisation methods for the membership 
functions. 

Fusion can be performed within the framework of the fuzzy sets theory in which case the fusion is 
carried out directly using the array of membership values which can be weighted or not according
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to source reliability. The fusion can also be performed in the framework of the evidence theory 
(also called Dempster-Shafer theory). In this case, the membership values have to be transformed 
into mass functions (one per band or source) and one can select between a closed-world and an 
open-world paradigm. An open-world paradigm means that the pixels to be labelled can 
be considered as something  than the initial classes. The closed-world paradigm means 
that a pixel has to be labelled  one of the initial hypotheses. For the closed-world 
paradigm there are two possibilities: for a given band, masses are normalised so their sum is 
equal to one  masses not assigned to any class are assigned to ignorance. Again, mass 
functions can be weighted according to source reliability. FuRII offers different fusion 
operators for both fuzzy and evidential fusion.

As the reader can understand, FuRII is a R&D tool with many parameters to control because 
information fusion is not a straightforward process. This brings to the principal objective of this 
work that is to identify which is the best configuration to use for information fusion in a context 
of image classification1. The secondary objective is to understand the impact of the different 
parameters on the fusion results.

This document, being the last one of a trilogy [1], [2], is dedicated to the testing and validation of 
the tool. After this introduction, Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of FuRII version 2. 
Chapter 3 explains the various metrics proposed for evaluating the results. Chapter 4 presents the 
fusion results obtained with different data sets. Chapter 5 contains some comments on the results 
while Chapter 6 concludes this work. The reader is referred to the first report for any details about 
the theories related to fuzzy and evidential fusion. It is to be noticed that Chapter 2 of the present 
report can be read as a user guide.  

1 Recall that image classification is the process of labelling pixels with a real-world attribute 
corresponding to a land-use / land-cover class.
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2 From FuRII version 1.0 to 2.0 

Since version 1, FuRII ([1], [2]) has gone through major changes. The new FuRII main menu is 
presented in Figure 1 and each element is described below. 

Figure 1: Main FuRII menu

Figure 2 shows the simplified FuRII flow chart from image loading to results evaluation. The 
entry point can either be A or B. With point A, it means that the image is loaded within ENVI and 
ROIs are either drawn or loaded/selected within the ENVI ROI tool. With point B, it means that 
an image and ROIs will be directly loaded into the FuRII Select samples tool. At point C (after 
compute reliability), the user has to select one of the fusion methods among the five choices. 
After the classification is completed, the user may proceed to performance evaluation. Each 
fusion method will be described farther. 
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Figure 2: FuRII flow chart

2.1 Spatial descriptors

The “Select Spatial Descriptors” Tool (Figure 3) is designed to compute discriminant features. 
This is particularly useful when only a panchromatic image is available because FuRII is a fusion 
tool and as such, more features/sources are required. The three first buttons are related to ENVI 
filters while the three last buttons are related to new features. “Spatial patterns” refer to 
experimental texture measurements while “Math morpho” allows computing features related to 
differential morphological profiles [11]. Finally, “other filtering” contains some filters such as the 
Nagao, directional and Laplacian-Gaussian filters
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Figure 3: Select spatial descriptors tool

The use of this tool is facultative as the user can compute descriptors with any image processing 
tools.  

2.2 Data normalisation

The “Data normalisation” Tool (Figure 4) is used to map data on an 8-bit scale with values 
ranging from 0 to 255 as required for FuRII operations. The “linear” scaling performs a linear 
scaling from [min, max] to [0, 255]. The “aspect” option (terrain normal orientation) performs a 
linear stretch from [0, 360] to [0, 255]. Finally, the “slopes” (terrain normal zenith angle) only 
transforms data from float to byte by rounding values.  

Figure 4: Data normalisation tool 

If the input data is composed of a scene of several bands characterised by float values scaled 
between 0 and 1 (e.g. reflectance values), the data need to be transformed into byte values. The 
same transformation is required if the data set is composed of integers values superior to 255. The 
data transformation into byte values can be computed with other tools. 

2.3 Samples selection

The “Samples selection” tool (Figure 5) is the first tool really related to fusion and either fuzzy or 
evidential reasoning. It is the place where the link between the Regions of Interest (ROIs or 
samples) and the membership functions is established. It is here that the types of membership 
functions and the normalisation method are selected. 

Some of the buttons are related to the ROIs selection method based on the old version of
FuRII which was using the IDL xROI command. It is not recommended to use this method.
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The “Import mask” button is used if the training samples are saved as an image with polygons 
labelled from 1 to n_classes. 

Figure 5: Select samples tool

The easiest way to collect ROIs is to use the ENVI ROI tool. Once ROIs are defined, they can be 
saved into a .ROI file or kept in memory. 

The easiest way to use the FuRII “Samples selection” tool is to click on “Import ENVI ROIs”. 
The user then needs to select an image. If there are no ROIs in memory, the user is then invited to 
open a .ROI file. If there are ROIs in memory, the user is then invited to select the classes of 
interest.
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The different types of membership functions available are: Gaussian, triangle, trapeze, GLPF 
histogram, S, Z, contour and LPF histogram. The S function is based on a Gaussian definition 
except that the membership values corresponding to the x-axis values superior to the mean are set 
to one. The Z function is the same except that the membership values corresponding to the x-axis 
values inferior to the mean are set to one. For example, if the x-axis corresponds to height 
measurements, the S function is useful to model the “tall” class and the Z function is useful to 
model the “small” class. 

The slider bars are used to control the membership functions shapes. All functions are controlled 
by slider bar 1 except “trapezoidal” and “LPF histo” function which are controlled by bars 1 and 
2.

The default membership function is “GLPF histo” which is histogram smoothed using a 9-
element Gaussian low-pass operator. The width of the kernel can be modified with slider bar 1. 

The “contour” membership function is defined by joining the histogram peaks in a way that 
slopes are ascending from the minimum to the highest peak and descending after this peak. The 
contour membership function is applied on Gaussian filtered histograms and the slider bar 1 is 
used to control the width of the filter.

The “LPF histo” membership function type is based on low-pass filtered histogram with a kernel 
width that depends on the histogram range. An example of a low-pass kernel is given as [1, 3, 5, 
7, 5, 3, 1] or as [1, 3, 5, …, w, …, 5, 3, 1] where w corresponds to the width of the filter.  
The filter is controlled by two parameters arg1 (slider bar 1) and arg2 (slider bar 2) and the IDL 
code is given below: 

range = 127 ; Actually given by the histogram range.
arg1 = 5 ; arg1 and arg2 are the two input arguments. They are, in
arg2 = 63 ; fact, controlled by the slider bars. 5-63: default values.
x = [127.0, 1.0] 
y = [arg1, arg2]
if range gt 127 then width = arg1
if range le 127 then begin
c = linfit(x,y)
width = round(c[1] * range + c[0])
if width mod 2 eq 0 then width = width + 1 ; ensures that width is odd.

endif
d = (width-1)/2
k1 = (findgen(d+1)+0.5)*2
k2 = reverse(k1[0:d-1])
k = [k1,k2]

(1)

The first graphic of the Select samples tool (Figure 4) contains the original histogram of the class
(in red) and the selected membership function (in blue). The graphic at the bottom contain all 
membership functions for the selected band.  

The edition of the membership functions can be done at the class level or at the sample level. This 
later helps to compare a sample with its parent class. This is useful for classification by samples 
which, in turn, can be useful when a class contains different objects such as, for example, bright 
car and dark car for the class car or deciduous, mixed and conifers for the class forest.
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A new feature in FuRII 2.0 is related to membership functions normalisation. In version 1.0, all 
membership functions were normalised so that the highest membership value for each class was
equal to 1. With version 2.0, there are four several possibilities:

- All  normalised to one (AN):
o All membership function are normalised to 1 (same as FuRII 1.0);

- Global normalisation (GN): 
o Only one membership function has its maximum set to 1. All other functions

are adjusted proportionally. 
- Per-band normalisation (PBN): 

o One membership function per band has its maximum set to 1. All other
functions of a same band are adjusted proportionally. 

- No normalisation (NN):

o Membership values are equal to relative frequencies.

Figure 6 shows examples of the different normalisation options.
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Figure 6: Examples of the different normalisation options 

The “save” button allows saving the statistics, histograms and membership functions into an IDL 
.sav file. This file will be used for subsequent steps. The “done” button does the same but also 
closes the tool.

If the membership functions need to be re-edited, the .sav file can be reloaded by using the “Load 
samples” button. Finally, the “Export mask” button allows saving the ROIs into an image where 
polygons will be labelled from 1 to nb_classes. 
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In summary, the user needs to click on “Import ENVI ROIs” in order to load the image and the 
regions of interest. Then the user click “Done” in order to save the defaults membership functions 
that are Gaussian low-pass filtered histogram with a kernel of 9 elements. All membership 
functions are normalised to 1 by default. 

2.4 Compute reliability 

The “Compute reliability” tool (Figure 7) is used to compute bands/sources reliability as defined 
in [1]. The new point in FuRII version 2 is that Source performance can be evaluated using a test 
map. Usually, image classification is done using training samples and evaluation is based on test 
samples. Test samples can be converted into a test map using the ENVI command “classification / 
Create Class Image from ROIs”. The advantage of using a test map for reliability computation is 
that it gives a more significant reliability value than if training samples were used. Moreover, the 
main advantage of using a test map is that it permits to evaluate the synergy of the fusion process
because individual bands and the classification results will both be evaluated with the same test 
set.

Figure 7: Compute reliability tool

The reliability tool produces a .sav file containing the different measures of reliability that were 
selected. This .sav file is necessary is one wants to integrate reliability into the fusion process. 
Reliability values are also saved into a text file. 

Although the reliability measurements are described in [1], here is a brief description. In short, 
there are three kinds of reliability measurements: 1) Capacity to make a clear decision, 2) 
Capacity to discriminate and 3) Capacity to take the good decision (also called Source 
performance). The capacity to make a clear decision is computed from two features: Pmax and 
stability. In the case of fuzzy fusion, stability is the difference between the membership value of 
the wining class and the second highest membership value. In the case of fuzzy-evidential fusion, 
it is the difference between the highest pignistic probability [1] and the second highest one. The 
reliability (R), based on Pmax. is the difference between the probability of the winning class 
(Pmax) and the probability of all other classes: 

R = Pmax – [(1 – Pmax) / (n – 1)] (2) 

where n is the number of classes to be considered. 
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The capacity to discriminate classes is based on the height of intersection of membership 
functions. If two membership functions, for a given band, intersect at a height h (where 0  h 
1), the reliability (R) of that band is R = 1 – h. The source performance is the classification of 
data with each band taken individually. If a data set is composed of n bands, n classification 
results are produced. Each classification result is evaluated with the use of a confusion matrix 
(see section 3.1) from which several indexes can be computed such as the Overall Accuracy 
(OA), the Average Accuracy (AA), the Kappa coefficient (Ka), the User Accuracy (UA) and the 
Producer Accuracy (PA). 

Some of the reliability values are unique to each band such as the OA, AA, Ka and the Capacity 
to Discriminate (CD). Other reliability values are unique for each band/class combination such as 
the Capacity to Discriminate Per Class (CDPC), PA and the UAPA which is the product of the 
User Accuracy and the Producer Accuracy. The CDPC corresponds to the table 24 of page 54 in 
report [1]. OA, AA, Ka, PA and UA are related to confusion matrices and are described in details 
in section 3.1. 

The “Compute reliability” tool can be skipped if the user does not intend to integrate reliability 
into the fusion process or if he is not interested in the evaluation of the synergetic aspect of the 
fusion. 

2.5 Fuzzy fusion
The “Fuzzy fusion” tool (Figure 8) is where the fuzzy fusion operators are selected. It is also here 
that classification by class or by sample is selected. The user can also change the type of 
membership functions without having to use the Select samples tool. If the user select a different 
membership function type that what was defined with the Select sample tool, the same function 
will be applied to each class. Recall that with the Select samples tool each class in each band can 
be characterised by a different membership function. 

If a samples reliability (.sav) file is selected the user can select one or several reliability measures 
to integrate into the fusion process. If the user did not select a reliability file, these options are not 
available. 

If the user selects the four fusion operators with no reliability, FuRII will produce four 
classification results. If the user selects the four operators, no reliability and Capacity to take the 
good decision (Ka), FuRII will produce eight different results.

The three slider bars at the bottom of the menu control different parameters. For a given pixel, if a 
class wins the fusion process with a value lower than the classification threshold, the pixel is 
labelled “unclassified”.  If the difference between the membership value of the wining class and 
the second highest membership value is lower than the confusion threshold than the pixel is 
labelled “confused”. This means that the pixel is assigned to more than one class. 
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Figure 8: Fuzzy fusion tool

The Inference threshold is used for quantified adaptive fusion only. This fusion operator, as 
described in [1], is a conjunctive fusion between the classes that are supported by the higher 
number of sources. Membership values that are lower than the inference threshold are set to zero 
before the quantified adaptive fusion process. In other words, the inference threshold defines the 
level of support a source can give to a class. Table 1 shows an example of the impact of the 
inference threshold on the fusion result. With this example, class 1 wins the conjunctive fusion 
process with a value of 0.12. With the quantified adaptive fusion, class 1 also wins with the 
difference that class 3 was eliminated because it was supported by only three sources. Finally, if 
an inference threshold of 0.2 is applied, fusion is done between class 2 and class 4 because they 
become supported by three sources while classes 1 and 3 become supported by only two sources. 
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Table 1: Example of the effect of the inference threshold on quantified adaptive fusion  

Conjunctive fusion Quantified adaptive fusion 
class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 

band 1 0.3 0.33 0.56 0.05 0.72 0.54 0.89 0.51 
band 2 0.72 0.01 0.89 0.32 0.3 0.33 0.56 0.41 
band 3 0.15 0.54 0.01 0.41 0.15 0.21 0.01 0.32 

band 4 0.12 0.21 0 0.51 0.12 0.01 0 0.05 

min: 0.12 0.01 0 0.05 

Quantified adaptive fusion 
(Inference threshold = 0.2) 

class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 

0.72 0.54 0.89 0.51 
0.3 0.33 0.56 0.41 
0 0.21 0 0.32 
0 0 0 0 

By default, the membership functions defined with the Select samples tool (“from file”) are 
selected with the quantified adaptive fusion (“qadaptive”) and no reliability (“None”). The default 
value for the slider bars are zero. Classification by class is also selected by default.

2.6 Fuzzy-evidential fusion

The “Fuzzy-Evidential fusion” tool (Figure 9) is where the fuzzy-evidential fusion is controlled. 
Here the user can choose to consider or not the reliability, the membership functions types or 
classification by class or by sample. It is also here that the fusion operator, the method to build 
mass functions and the fusion paradigm are selected. Concerning the fusion operators, the user 
can select Dempster (DP), Dubois and Prade (DP), Yager (Yg) and Smets (Sm). The mass 
functions can be based on the Bayesian approach or can be composed of nested focal elements. 
Finally, the user can select the closed-world and the open-world paradigms. All these concepts 
are detailed in [1]. 

The term “fuzzy-evidential” fusion refers to the use of the evidence theory (which is also called 
the Demspter-Shafer theory) for the fusion process with objects been modeled with membership 
functions (or fuzzy sets). It is important to distinguish this type of fusion from “evidential” fusion 
described in section 2.7. 

The two slider bars “Classification threshold” and “Confusion threshold” work in the same 
manner as with the fuzzy fusion except that the values are related to the pignistic probabilities 
instead of the membership values. Recall that once the fuzzy-evidential fusion process is 
completed, the final decision is based on the pignistic probability (equation 19, p.33 in [1]) which 
is the redistribution of masses to singletons (initial hypotheses). 
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If the user selects the four fusion operators, the two construction methods and the two paradigms, 
FuRII will produce sixteen classification results. In this case, FuRII might run for 6 hours. 
Moreover, if the seven reliability options are checked, FuRII will produce 112 classification 
results in which cases FuRII may run for 42 hours. This time information is based on the use of a
HP computed containing two quad-core Intel Xeon CPU X5570 (2.93 GHz) processors. 

Figure 9: Fuzzy-Evidential fusion tool

Finally, the last section of this menu is related to the fusion order. It can be useful to evaluate the 
order in which bands are fused because Dubois and Prade (DP) and Yager (Yg) fusion rules are 
not associative. If reliability has been computed and that the samples_reliability.sav file has been 
selected, this option becomes active and the choices are:

- Keep the original bands order;
- Fuse the poor bands first and finish with the best bands (based on Kappa).

The default parameters for the fuzzy-evidential fusion are:

- “from file” membership functions, 
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- Classification by class
- Dempster fusion rule
- Closed-word singletons (Bayesian mass functions)
- No reliability

2.7 Evidential (ERON) fusion

Fuzzy fusion and fuzzy-evidential fusion are both based on the use of membership functions and
these functions are set in a manner that the maximum value is 1. Evidential fusion differs from 
the two other fusion methods as it does not make use of membership functions. It is based on
relative frequency distributions or histograms. As such this fusion method is called Evidential 
Reasoning Only (ERON). The ERON classification tool (Figure 9) is similar to the 
MERCURY™ evidential classification tool developed by D.R. Peddle [8]. 

With ERON fusion using Bayesian mass functions, masses are extracted from the histograms of 
relative frequencies. For a given pixel, the sum of masses assigned to the initial hypotheses is 
rarely equal or superior to one. The difference between one and the sum of masses is assigned to 
ignorance. For example, if three classes C1, C2 and C3 are considered, the frame of discernment 
( ) is composed of these three classes. If m{C1} = 0.2, m{C2} = 0.3 and m{C3} = 0.35, the part 
assigned to ignorance is m{C1, C2, C3} = m{ } = 1 – (m{C1} + m{C2}+ m{C3}) = 0.15. If the 
mass functions are Bayesian at the beginning they can contain, however, a non-singleton element 
which is .  

Initially, the ERON fusion was designed to only integrate Bayesian mass functions but because 
FuRII is a R&D tool, it was extended to nested focal elements. In the above example, we would 
get:  m{C3} = 0.05, m{C2,C3} = 0.1, m{C1,C2,C3} = 0.2 + 0.65 = 0.85. One will not disagree 
with the fact that Bayesian masses based on relative frequencies are generally very low values. 
This is even more true with nested elements which result is a large value assigned to ignorance. In 
order to avoid this, histograms are normalised so there is one global peak equal to one. This in 
order to avoid very low masses assigned to the different classes.

With the ERON tool (Figure 10), the user can select one of the four Dempsterian fusion rules (Ds, 
Dp, Yg, Sm). The user can also select how to filter the histograms. Choices are between Gaussian 
low-pass filter (kernel width of 9 elements) and custom low-pass filter which corresponds to the 
“LPF histogram” described in section 2.3. Both filters can be controlled with the slider bars.

The two slider bars at the bottom of Figure 9 are identical to the ones described is the previous 
section and the decision process is based on the pignistic probability.
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Figure 10: Evidential (ERON) fusion tool

Finally, remember that with fuzzy-evidential fusion there are two paradigms: closed-world and 
open-world. With the closed-world, masses are normalised so that their sum is equal to one and 
with the open-world, unassigned masses are attributed to “other”. ERON fusion is a third 
paradigm where unassigned masses are attributed to ignorance.

The default parameters for the ERON fusion are:

- Classification by class
- Dempster fusion rule
- Mass type: Singleton
- Gaussian filter (default width: 9)
- Classification and confusion slider bars set to zero. 

For clarity, the term “fuzzy-evidential” is reserved for the fusion process described in section 2.6
while “evidential” fusion corresponds to ERON fusion. Both approaches use the same 
Dempsterian fusion rules that are Ds, DP, Yg and Sm. So the term “Dempsterian” will refer to 
any fusion process that uses one of these four rules. 

2.8 Trade-off fusion

The “Trade-off fusion” tool (Figure 11) is related to the trade-off rule used to decrease the 
importance of unreliable sources in the fusion process. The trade-off rule is described in [1]
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(section 6.2.5, p.55). The trade-off rule is used with membership values and is implemented as an 
average operator. 

In fact, if the trade-off fusion is selected and the reliability is not considered into the fusion 
process, the fusion will be based on the average membership value for each class. For 
comparison, the conjunctive fusion operator is a min-max operator, the disjunctive fusion is a 
max-max operator and the trade-off fusion is a mean-max operator. 

Figure 11: Trade-off fusion tool

The default parameters for the Trade-off rule are:

- “from file” membership functions; 
- Classification by class;
- No reliability.

2.9  Fuzzy fusion with good bands only (FFGBO)

The Fuzzy Fusion with Good Bands Only (FFGBO) tool (Figure 12) is a conjunctive fusion 
process where membership values derived from unreliable sources are set to one. The reliability 
threshold is defined by the lower slider bar. Setting the membership values given by one band to 
1 has the effect of removing this band from the conjunctive fusion process. 

Table 2 shows two examples of conjunctive fusion where membership values derived from 
sources with reliability inferior to 0.2 were set to one. In the top example, it comes to remove 
band 3 from the fusion process. In the bottom example, band/class pairs with reliability lower 
than 0.2 are set to one. See section 2.4 for a description of the reliability coefficients. 
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Figure 12: Tool for fuzzy fusion with good bands only 

Table 2: Examples of fuzzy fusion using good bands only  

a) One reliability coefficients per band Conjunctive fusion 
Conjunctive fusion After having applied a threshold of R=0.2 

class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 R class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 
band 1 0.3 0.39 0.56 0.51 0.47 0.3 0.39 0.56 0.51 
band 2 0.41 0.01 0.89 0.33 0.73 0.41 0.01 0.89 0.33 
band 3 0.12 0.21 0 0.05 0.15 1 1 1 1 
band 4 0.15 0.54 0.07 0.41 0.33 0.15 0.54 0.07 0.41 

min: 0.12 0.01 0 0.05 0.15 0.01 0.07 0.33 

b) One reliability coefficients per band/class pair After having applied a threshold of R=0.2

class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 
band 1 0.3 (.1) 0.39 (.31) 0.56 (.33) 0.51 (.9) 1 0.39 0.56 0.51 
band 2 0.41 (.23) 0.01 (.11) 0.89 (.25) 0.33 (.48) 0.41 1 0.89 0.33 
band 3 0.12 (.45) 0.21 (.02) 0 (.20) 0.05 (.37) 0.12 1 1 0.05 
band 4 0.15 (.76) 0.54 (.21) 0.07 (.15) 0.41 (.22) 0.15 0.54 1 0.41 

min: .12 .01 0 .05 .12 .39 .56 .05 
Numbers between parentheses are reliability coefficients 
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One important thing to keep in mind is that the reliability coefficients here are used to discard 
bands and band/class pairs that are below a reliability threshold. After this elimination, 
conjunctive fusion is applied without weighting remaining bands for their reliability.

The default parameters for the fusion with good bands only tool are: 

- “from file” membership functions; 
- Classification by class;
- No reliability;
- Slider bar values set to 0.2.

2.10 Results evaluation

The “Evaluate Results” tool (Figure 13) is dedicated to the evaluation of classification results. 
The user selects a test map and the classification or fusion results. The sample file is selected by 
default and is used to label the classes. The evaluation of the results is based on a confusion 
matrix from which several performance metrics are computed. This is detailed in chapter 3. The 
difference between this tool and the ENVI confusion matrix tool is that the FuRII validation tool 
allows to compute the number of confused pixels (assigned to more than one class) and the
number of pixels assigned to the class “other” (in an open-world paradigm).

Another advantage of the FuRII validation tool is that if several fusion architectures were tested 
(for example fuzzy-evidential fusion with DP and Yg rules with open and closed-world 
paradigms) the tool needs only to be started once to evaluate all the produced results. 

Figure 13: Results evaluation tool 
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3 Metrics for results evaluation 

In this Chapter we explain the concept of confusion matrix which is used to extract performance 
metrics.

3.1 Confusion matrix

Accuracy assessment is the process of comparing classification results with ground truth 
information. This process generates a confusion matrix [1] from which some performance metrics
are computed. Table 3 shows an example of a confusion matrix where the columns correspond to 
the ground truth data and the lines correspond to the classification results. The diagonal 
(highlighted in yellow) corresponds to the correctly classified pixels and np corresponds to the 
total number of pixels considered in the accuracy assessment process. ia is the total number of 
pixels really belonging to class A (sum of class A column) and the same applies for other 
columns (ix). ai is the total number of pixels classified as class A (sum of the class A line) and the 
same applies to other lines (xi).

Table 3: Example of a confusion matrix

ground truth (pixels) 

cl
as

sif
ic

at
io

n 

Class A Class B Class C Class D total UA 
 Class A a ba ca da ai a/ai 
 Class B ab b cb db bi b/bi 
 Class C ac bc c dc ci c/ci 
 Class D ad bd cd d di d/di 
 unclassified au bu cu du u 
 Total ia ib ic id np 

PA. a/ia b/ib c/ic d/id 

The Producer Accuracy (PA) for a true class is the number of correctly classified pixels divided 
by the number of pixels really belonging to that class. For class A, the PA is given by:  

PA(A) = a / ia (3) 

The User Accuracy (UA) for a given class is the number of a correctly classified pixels divided 
by the sum of all pixel assigned to that class. For class B, the user accuracy is given by:   

UA(B) = b / bi (4) 
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The overall accuracy (OA) is the proportion of correctly classified pixels for the whole 
classification results. It is the sum of the diagonal divided by the total number of pixels. For this 
example, the overall accuracy is given by:

OA = (a + b + c + d) / np (5) 

The average accuracy (AA) is the average of the producer accuracies. In the actual example, the 
average accuracy is given by:

AA = ( a/ia + b/ib + c/ic + d/id ) / nc (6) 

where nc corresponds to the number of classes. In this example, nc equals 4. 

The average accuracy has the advantage, compared to the overall accuracy, to weight the 
importance of each class. Table 4 illustrates the difference between AA and OA for a 
classification of five classes. We can see that 81.04% of the pixels are correctly classified (OA) 
but this is due to class 5 that is correctly classified at 95.3% and that contains much more pixels 
than other classes. In this case, the average accuracy better reflects the classification result with a 
value of 50.01 %. Note that all accuracy measurements can be expressed by numbers in the [0,1] 
interval but can also be expressed in percentage if multiplied by 100. 

Table 4: Example of a confusion matrix with numerical values

ground truth (pixels)

cl
as

si
fic

at
io

n

Class class 1 class 2 class 3 class 4 class 5 total U.A.
class 1 27 5 71 1 12 116 0.233
class 2 45 33 8 0 27 113 0.292
class 3 3 4 57 21 14 99 0.576
class 4 12 48 11 46 9 126 0.365
class 5 4 13 7 14 1243 1281 0.970

total 91 103 154 82 1305 1735
P.A. 0.297 0.320 0.370 0.561 0.953
A.A. 0.500

CA O.A. 0.810
0.571 Kappa 0.558

The error of omission is related to the producer accuracy in the following way: 

EO = 1 – PA (7) 

The error of commission is related to the user accuracy in the following way: 

EC = 1 – UA (8) 
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The inconvenient with OA and AA is that none of them takes into account the errors of 
commission. In the example of Table 4, the true class 1 contains 91 pixels but only 29.7% were 
correctly classified and on the 116 pixels classified as class 1 only 27 really belong to that class 
leading the a user accuracy of 23.3% or an error of commission of 76.7%. 

The Kappa coefficient (Ka) has the advantage of considering both types of errors and as such can 
be considered as a better (more severe) performance metric. This coefficient takes into account 
the proportion of agreement between sources which is also the overall accuracy and the 
proportion of chance agreement (CA). 

The coefficient of Kappa is defined by: 

Ka = (OA – CA) / (1 – CA) (9) 

where chance agreement (CA) is defined by:

 =  ( ) /( ) (10) 

where xi is the sum of the column i and yi is the sum of line i. With the confusion matrix of Table 
3, the chance agreement is given by:

CA = [ (ia * ai) + (ib * bi) + (ic * ci) + (id * di) ] / (np)2 (11) 

In the confusion matrix of Table 4 there are 116 pixels classified as class A among which only 27 
are correctly classified. This means that 89 pixels are wrongly assigned to class A. We can also 
see that there are 91 pixels that truly belong to class A. Knowing this we can estimate a false 
alarm rate of 97.8% (89/91) for class A. Generally, confusion matrix tools available in image 
analysis software (ENVI, PCI Geomatica, ERDAS, etc.) do not provide false alarms rates (FAR). 

The FuRII “Evaluate results” tool allows to compute the FAR for each class. For example, with 
the confusion matrix of Table 3, the false alarm rate for class A is given by:

FAR(class A) = (ai – a) / ia (12) 

where a corresponds to the number of pixels correctly classified in class A, ia to the number of 
pixels really belonging to class A, and ai to the total number of pixels classified as class A. In this 
example the term (ai – a) corresponds to the number of pixels classified as A which are not 
belonging to A. 

Finally, Table 5 shows an extended version of the confusion matrices that are used in FuRII. This 
extended version allows providing two supplemental pieces of information that are the number of 
confused pixels and the number of pixels assigned to the class “other”. The confused pixels are 
pixels that are assigned to more than one class. This happens when two or more classes win the 
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fusion process. Finally, pixels can be assigned to the class “other’ when an open-world paradigm 
is used with the evidential reasoning.

Table 5: Extended confusion matrix

ground truth (pixels) 
cl

as
sif

ic
at

io
n 

Class A Class B Class C Class D total 
 Class A a ba ca da ai 
 Class B ab b cb db bi 
 Class C ac bc c dc ci 
 Class D ad bd cd d di 
 unclassified au bu cu du u 
 confused a0 b0 c0 d0 0 
 other a1 b1 c1 d1 1 
 Total ia ib ic id np 

The reader may have noticed that some of the accuracy measurements such as OA, AA and Ka 
can be used as reliability coefficients (section 2.4) and as performance metrics (section 2.10). In 
both cases, these metrics are derived from a confusion matrix. In the first case (reliability 
coefficients), the various bands are classified individually and one confusion matrix per band is 
computed. In the second case (performance metrics), one confusion matrix at the end of the 
fusion process is computed. In order to separate both situations, a “r” will be placed before a 
metric name if it is used as a reliability coefficient. In this work, the Kappa coefficient is the 
preferred performance metric because of its severity gained by taking into account both producer 
and user accuracies. If the Kappa coefficient is used as a reliability coefficient it will be denoted 
‘rKa’ or ‘rKappa’. Otherwise, for fusion results evaluation, it will be labelled simply ‘Ka’ or 
‘Kappa’. 

It is now time to have a look at the results produced with FuRII. 
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4 FuRII evaluation

This Chapter presents some fusion results obtained with FuRII. The tool was tested with three 
data sets for two types of application: forest mapping and vehicles detection. The forest mapping 
scenario was studied with two data sets. The first one was composed of six Landsat-TM bands. 
The second one was an augmented data set containing discriminant features computed with the 
FuRII “Compute spatial descriptors” tool. The vehicle detection scenario was also analysed with 
a data set comprising discriminant features.

4.1 Forest mapping

The first parts of this section are related to the fusion results obtained with the Landsat-TM data 
set while section 4.1.2.7 presents the results obtained with the augmented data set.

4.1.1 Data set

FuRII was tested using a dataset covering a forested environment located in Saskatchewan. The 
imagery and ground truth data come from the BOREAS2 project [1] and is composed of a 
Landsat-TM image and a forest map.

The study area is part of the Southern Study Area (SSA) of the BOREAS project and is located in 
Saskatchewan, about 40 km north of the town of Prince Albert. The Landsat-TM image was 
acquired on September 2, 1994 and the forest map was generated in 1993 essentially by 
interpretation of aerial photos acquired in 1988. Table 6 shows some characteristics of the 
Landsat-5 spectral bands. 

Table 6: Description of the Landsat-5 TM spectral bands 

Band Spectral range Resolution Description
TM1 0.45 - 0.50 m 30 m Blue
TM2 0.52 - 0.60 m 30 m Green
TM3 0.63 - 0.69 m 30 m Red
TM4 0.75 - 0.90 m 30 m Near infrared
TM5 1.50 - 1.70 m 30 m Short-wave infrared
TM7 2.08 - 2.35 m 30 m Short-wave infrared

As there is 6-year time gap between the forest map and the satellite data, some changes occurred 
so the forest map cannot be used as is for the ground truth data. The major changes that occurred 
during this time gap is the production of new forest clear cuts (labelled as “disturbed”) and the 
transition from “disturbed” to regrowth or “regeneration”. In order to reflect these changes, a 
process involving a spectral angle mapping (SAM) classification was applied but, before this, 

2 http://daac.ornl.gov/BOREAS/bhs/BOREAS_Home.html
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some forest map classes have been merged into more generalised classes. The initial classes of 
the forest map have been merged into eight classes as shown in Table 7.  

New clear cuts were extracted using the SAM classification and pixels classified as clear cuts 
were labelled “disturbed” (class 7). Finally, existing clear cuts not classified as such were labelled 
“regeneration” (class 9). Figure 14 shows the Landsat-TM image of the area while Figure 15
shows the updated forest map containing the nine generalised classes.

Table 7: Classes of the original forest map merged to form the new forest map 

id classes of the forest 
map 

New 
id New  class id classes of the 

forest map 
New 

id New class

0 border pixels 0 unclassified 71 Aspen 3 deciduous 
11 White Spruce (WS) 1 conifers 101 treed muskeg 4 treed muskeg 
12 Black Spruce (BS) 1 conifers 103 clear muskeg 5 clear muskeg 
13 Jack Pine (JP) 1 conifers 105 brushland 5 clear muskeg 
14 Tamarack (TL) 1 conifers 107 clearing 6 roads 

21 Spruce/Pine 1 conifers 109 burn-over 
(nonprod) 7 disturbed 

31 Mix Spruce 
Fir/Broadleaf 2 mixed 112 disturb, cut 

or burn 7 disturbed 

32 Mix Jack 
Pine/Broadleaf 2 mixed 113 disturb, JP 

regeneration 7 disturbed

51 Mix 
Broadleaf/Spruce-Fir 2 mixed 121 flooded land 7 disturbed 

52 Mix Broadleaf/Jack 
Pine 2 mixed 122 water 8 water 

n.a. n.a. 9 Regeneration(1) 
(1) See text for explanation 
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Figure 14: Image Landsat of Sept. 2nd, 1994. Bands TM5, 4, 3 displayed in RGB. 
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Figure 15: Updated forest map. 

The forest map in Figure 15 may appear very simple but in fact, a forest environment is very 
complex as forest stands are characterised by several features such as the dominant and sub-
dominant species and the tree density, height and age. Inside one class, there may be a large 
variety of characteristics leading to a large spectral variability is some spectral bands. Moreover, 
there may also be spectral similarities between classes such as young conifers and deciduous trees 
or between deciduous and regeneration. Moreover, a forest map is never perfect as it may contain 
errors of photo-interpretation and errors in boundaries placement. In order to decrease the 
complexity of the scene and the possibility of error mapping, two distinct training and testing 
sample sets were defined. Test samples contains about twice the number of pixels in training 
samples as sawn in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Number of pixels in training and test samples 

Number of pixels 
id classes Whole map Training samples Test samples 
1 conifers 418 916 1 080 2 230 
2 mixed forest 166 988 508 1 070 
3 deciduous 7 816 526 636 
4 treed muskeg 258 117 1 224 2 445 
5 clear muskeg 65 575 813 1 583 
6 roads 8 744 882 1 785 
7 disturbed 38 524 947 1 841 
8 water 29 509 1 937 3 738 
9 regeneration 20 768 511 1 013 

The spectral separability between classes for training and test samples has been computed using 
the ENVI ROI (Region of Interest) tool and the transformed divergence (TD) option. The spectral 
separability was computed using the six TM bands. With the TD feature, a value of 2.0 indicates 
that two classes are perfectly separable while a value below 1.0 indicates spectrally similar 
classes.

Table 9 shows the transformed divergence for both training and test samples. The more 
problematic cases for training samples are the conifers-mixed, and the clear muskeg-regeneration 
discrimination with a TD value around 1.5. For the test samples, the spectral separability of 
several classes is more challenging as in four cases the TD value is lower than 1.5 and in two 
cases, the TD is lower than 1.0. Although this situation is not desirable, it is expected as the 
number of pixels in the test samples is twice larger than the number of pixels in the training 
samples. This situation increases the possibility of selecting spectrally similar pixels that belong 
to different classes or spectrally different pixels that belong to the same class.
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Table 9: Spectral separability of the nine classes computed with the six TM bands 

Transformed divergence for training samples 

mixed deciduous 
treed 

muskeg clear muskeg roads disturbed water regeneration 

conifers 1.563 1.998 1.891 1.999 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.999 
mixed 1.732 1.836 1.997 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.999 
deciduous 1.999 1.999 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.999 
treed muskeg 1.821 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.809 
clear muskeg 2.0 1.999 2.0 1.526 
roads 1.923 2.0 2.0 
disturbed 2.0 1.999 

water 2.0 

Transformed divergence for test samples 

mixed deciduous 
treed 

muskeg clear muskeg roads disturbed water regeneration 

conifers 1.988 1.998 1.927 1.998 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.999 

mixed 0.161 1.949 1.535 2.0 1.999 2.0 1.608 

deciduous 1.995 1.790 2.0 1.999 2.0 1.772 

treed muskeg 1.223 2.0 1.999 2.0 1.595 

clear muskeg 1.999 1.999 2.0 0.748 

roads 1.347 2.0 1.999 

disturbed 2.0 1.997 

water 2.0 

Finally, a maximum likelihood classification (MLC) was performed using the six TM bands and 
the training samples. The evaluation of the classification (accuracy assessment) was based on the 
test samples by computing a confusion matrix from which the Kappa (Ka) coefficient was 
extracted. The MLC classification produced a Ka value of 75.60%. This will be used as a base to 
acknowledge if fuzzy and evidential fusion performs better than traditional methods.  
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Figure 16: Maximum likelihood classification result for the forested environment

4.1.2 Fusion results

In this section we present the first fusion results generated with FuRII. The main objective with 
multisource fusion is to gain synergy which means that the results have to be better using several 
sources than using the best source alone. In order to evaluate this, the FuRII reliability tool was 
used and each of the Landsat-TM bands was classified individually (source performance) and 
evaluated on the basis of test samples. GLPF<9>3 histogram membership functions were used for 
all tests that follow. The Kappa coefficient was used as the measure of reliability and the results 
are shown in Table 10. The sources reliability has been computed with the four different methods 
of membership functions normalisation. The best band is TM5 with a rKappa4 value varying 

3 GLPF refers to Gaussian low-pass filter and <w> refers to the width of the kernel.
4 AA, OA, PA and Ka are measures of accuracy derived from a confusion matrix. When these measures are 
used as reliability coefficients, they are marked rAA, rOA, rPA and rKa (or rKappa). 
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between 0.547 and 0.575 depending on the normalisation method and the worst band is TM1 with 
a rKa value of about 0.28. Globally, a poorer performance is obtained when all membership 
functions are normalised to 1. This is not surprising as this type of normalisation comes to give 
the same importance to each class while other types of normalisation preserve the relative 
importance between each class.

Table 10: TM bands reliability measured as sources performance based on Kappa 

Memb. func. normalisation
(see section 2.3 for details)

TM1 TM2 TM3 TM4 TM5 TM7

AN 0.289 0.382 0.326 0.472 0.547 0.515 

GN 0.279 0.393 0.390 0.511 0.575 0.542 

PBN 0.279 0.393 0.390 0.511 0.575 0.542 

NN 0.279 0.393 0.390 0.511 0.575 0.542 

AN: All membership functions normalised to 1.   GN: Global normalisation
PBN: Per-band normalisation.   NN: No normalisation
GLPF<9> histogram membership functions 

4.1.2.1 Fuzzy fusion

Fuzzy fusion operators include conjunctive, disjunctive, adaptive and quantified adaptive fusion.
The performance of these four fusion operators using the six Landsat-TM bands is given in Table 
11. All the results presented below were generated using the classification by class GLPF<9>
membership functions. Results were computed for the four normalisation types.

Table 11: Kappa coefficients for the four fuzzy fusion operators using the six Landsat TM bands 

Memb. func.  
normalisation 

Conjunctive 
(Conj.)

Disjunctive 
(Disj.)

Adaptive 
(Ad.) 

Quantified Adaptive 
(Q.Ad.) 

AN 70.35 21.79 70.40 70.41 

GN 72.13 42.02 72.19 72.19 

PBN 71.90 40.25 71.96 71.96 

NN 72.13 42.02 72.19 72.19 
GLPF<9> histogram membership functions

The first thing to note in these results is the poor performance of disjunctive fusion compared to 
other operators. It is generally said in the literature that disjunctive fusion is to be used when 
sources are considered unreliable [5]. Obviously, this is not the good strategy to follow and as 
such disjunctive fusion is not considered an adequate fusion operator.

The three other fusions operators give very similar performance. It was mentioned in the previous 
reports [1], [2] that adaptive fusion is a combination of conjunctive and disjunctive fusion. For a 
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given pixel, if the sources’ agreement is null then disjunctive fusion is used, otherwise 
conjunctive fusion is used. In this case, as adaptive fusion gives similar results than conjunctive 
fusion it means that for almost all pixels, the sources agreement was not null. In other words, the 
disjunctive part of the adaptive rule was almost never used for that scene. Also, when the sources 
agreement is greater than zero, conjunctive and quantified adaptive results give identical results 
and this is demonstrated by the results. Finally, the superiority of the quantified adaptive fusion is 
better demonstrated when a larger number of sources is fused. Experience has demonstrated that 
quantified adaptive fusion results are always as good (and often better) as conjunctive fusion 
results.

The second thing to observe is that a poorer performance is achieved when all membership 
functions are normalised to one and this is in accordance with the reliability values of Table 10.
Best performances are achieved when the global max is set to one or when there is no 
normalisation because both methods preserve the relative importance of each class. In both cases, 
the relative importance between each class is identical, only the scale of the membership 
functions changes.

The third thing to observe is that for the three conjunctive, adaptive and quantified adaptive 
fusion operators synergy is achieved as the Kappa coefficient varies between 72.13 and 72.19 
(GN normalisation) and that the best band used alone gives a rKappa value of 54.57 (TM5, Table 
10).

The fourth and last thing to observe is that fuzzy fusion does not achieve as good results as the 
maximum likelihood classification which produces a Ka value of 75.60%. This indicates that, in 
this case, the forest classes are better modeled in a multispectral space than in a model 
considering all sources independent. 

The next fusion results presented in Table 12 were computed using the fuzzy fusion operators 
with the different reliability measurements available within FuRII. The four fuzzy fusion 
operators were tested using the GN normalisation method.  

Table 12: Kappa coefficients for the classification of Landsat-TM data (forest environment) using 
the fuzzy fusion operators and several reliability measurements

Fusion Op. none pmax stability CD CDPC rOA rAA rKa rPA UAPA 

Conjunctive 72.13 41.60 37.35 32.52 17.19 38.85 32.52 35.21 0 0 

Disjunctive 42.02 37.60 17.59 18.55 18.55 40.75 40.20 40.0 0 0 

Adaptive 72.19 41.60 37.35 32.52 17.19 38.85 40.20 40.0 0 0 

Quant. Ad. 72.19 41.60 37.35 32.52 17.19 38.85 32.52 35.21 0 0 
GLPF<9> histogram membership functions 
Global normalisation (GN) 
CD : capacity to discriminate 
CDPC : capacity to discriminate per class 

From Table 12 we can make the following observations:
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a) In none of the cases, the use of reliability coefficients permitted to improve the fusion
results;

b) Conjunctive, adaptive and quantified adaptive fusion produced almost identical results.

c) The worst performances are obtained with reliability coefficients that are computed per
band and per class (CDPC, rPA and UAPA); 

d) With the three per-band reliability measurements based on sources performance (rOA,
rAA and rKa) the disjunctive fusion performs equal well and even better that the other 
fusion operators. 

According to point a, it appears that there is no gain in integrating reliability weighting into the 
fusion process so it is better to use the bands as are.

According to point b, the three fusion methods conjunctive, adaptive and quantified adaptive give 
similar results and this is not surprising as conjunctive fusion is to be used when all sources are 
considered reliable. As weighting sources, afterwards, comes to consider all sources reliable, the 
two other fusion operators give similar performance.

According to point c, when using reliability measurements characterising each band/class 
combination, the performance of fusion is drastically decreased. At this moment, there is not 
enough evidence to explain this result. It may be related to membership functions types and/or to 
the normalisation method. 

According to point d, when using rAA, rOA or rKa, disjunctive fusion performs better than the 
three fusion operators (conjunctive, adaptive and quantified adaptive). Again, in order to find 
adequate explanations, more tests are required with different membership functions normalisation 
methods (AN, PBN, NN) and different types of membership functions.  

In front of these observations, the first conclusion that can be drawn is that fuzzy fusion performs 
better with quantified adaptive fusion and when sources reliability is not included in the fusion 
process.

Next, the fuzzy-evidential fusion is explored. 

4.1.2.2 Fuzzy-Evidential fusion

The four evidential fusion rules implemented within FuRII are Dempster (Ds), Dubois and Prade 
(DP), Yager (Yg) and Smets (Sm). Evidential mass functions built from membership values can 
be of two types: Bayesian (singletons only) or composed of nested focal elements. Also, there are 
two possible paradigms that are the closed-world (CW) and the open-world (OW). All these 
possibilities, explained in [1], lead to sixteen possible combinations. Finally, these combinations 
have been tested with the four types of membership functions normalisations. Results are 
presented in Table 13. GLPF<9> histograms membership functions were used. 
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Table 13: Kappa coefficients for the classification of the Landsat-TM data (forest environment) 
using the evidential fusion operators

MF normalisation: AN 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Bayes 69.55 65.74 62.67 69.55 
CW / Nested 69.59 68.22 68.06 69.59 
OW / Bayes 68.57 62.50 0 0 
OW / Nested 69.01 66.73 22.72 22.72 
MF normalisation: GN 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Bayes 73.47 66.75 63.48 0 
CW / Nested 73.50 70.31 69.57 39.01 
OW / Bayes 49.54 26.38 27.03 0 
OW / Nested 58.19 51.06 46.50 0 
MF normalisation: PBN 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Bayes 73.47 66.75 63.48 0 
CW / Nested 73.50 70.31 69.57 39.01 
No normalisation (NN) 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Bayes 73.47 66.75 63.48 0 
CW / Nested 73.50 70.31 69.57 39.01 
CW : closed-world, OW : open-world 
GLPF<9> histogram membership functions 

From Table 13, we can observe that, when all membership functions are normalised to 1 (AN) 
and when using the closed paradigm, the Smets (Sm) and Dempster (Ds) fusion rules produce 
identical results. With other membership normalisation methods, the performance of the Smets 
operator is decreased while it is the opposite for the three other operators (Ds, DP and Yg). 

Among other things to observe we may note that the closed-world paradigm produces better 
results than the open world and that nested mass functions produce better results than Bayesian 
mass functions. 

The poorest performance is obtained with the Smets fusion rule combined with the open-world 
paradigm and this is not surprising as this combination produces two sources for the class “other”: 
during the mass functions computation (open-world) and during the fusion process (Smets rule). 

The best performance is achieved with the Dempster fusion rule followed by DP and Yg rules.
When combining the Yager rule with the open-world paradigm, the performance decreases
significantly and this is explained by a combination of two factors: 1) conflicting masses assigned 
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to ignorance and 2) use of class “other” during mass functions computation. It seems that 
combining ignorance with the assumption that class “other” is possible is not a winning approach. 

In front of all these observations, it is advantageous to use the Dempster fusion rule in a closed-
world paradigm using nested mass functions. Although three out of the four membership 
normalisation methods (GN, PBN and NN) produced identical results, the GN method will be 
privileged for the next demonstrations.

Table 14 shows some fusion results obtained when sources are weighted according to their 
reliability. For three of the fusion operators (DP, Yg, Sm) the integration of reliability permitted 
to improve the classification accuracy but in no case, it permitted to produce as good results as 
when using the Ds fusion rule (CW/nested) with no reliability (Ka=73.50). Finally, the Ds fusion 
rule saw its performance decrease when reliability is taken into account. 

Table 14: Kappa coefficients for the classification of the Landsat-TM data (forest environment) 
using fuzzy-evidential fusion and reliability weighting 

MF normalisation: GN   –   Reliability: rKa 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Bayes 71.72 (73.47) 69.80 (66.75) 66.48 (63.48) 6.87 (0) 
CW / Nested 72.40 (73.50) 71.82 (70.31) 71.39 (69.57) 58.60 (39.01) 
GLPF<9> histogram membership functions 
Numbers between parentheses correspond to results (from Table 13) obtained 
when reliability weighting is not used 

As the DP and the Yg fusion rules are not commutative, the order in which bands are fused may 
have an impact on the classification accuracy. In order to verify this, the order of fusion has been 
changed from the original bands order to an order based on increasing reliability measured with 
rKappa. Table 15 shows some fusion results obtained when sources are fused in an order defined 
by increasing reliability. We can see that bands order has little impact on fusion results.

Table 15: Kappa coefficients for the classification of the Landsat-TM data (forest environment) 
using fuzzy-evidential fusion and changing the fusion order  

MF normalisation: GN   –   no reliability weighting 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Nested 73.50 (73.50) 70.26 (70.31) 69.04 (69.57) 39.01 (39.01) 

MF normalisation: GN   –   Reliability: rKappa 
fusion paradigm Ds DP Yg Sm 
CW / Nested 72.43 (72.43) 71.86 (71.82) 71.24 (71.39) 58.71 (58.60) 
Numbers between parentheses correspond to fusion results obtained with the original 
bands order. 

Finally, Table 16 shows some fusion results produced with different shapes of membership 
functions. Best results are obtained with GLPF<9> histogram membership functions.   
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Table 16: Kappa coefficients for the classification of the Landsat-TM data (forest environment) 
using fuzzy-evidential fusion and changing the membership functions shape  

MF normalisation: GN   –   no reliability weighting   –   Ds fusion rule – CW / nested 
Unfiltered 

histo GLPF<9> LPF<9-31> LPF<5-63> Gaussian 
MF 

Trapeze 
MF 

Contour 
MF 

68.0 73.50 73.45 73.19 72.74 71.57 66.03 
<a> corresponds to the kernel width used to smooth the histograms 
<a-b> correspond to the numbers used in the definition of the smoothing filter (see equation (1), page 7) 
See section 2.3 for the description of the membership functions shapes. 

In front of all these results we can observe that, at least, all fusion operators except the Smets 
fusion rule, are synergistic. Recall that synergy is achieved if the classification accuracy is 
superior to the best band taken alone. Also recall that the best band is TM5 with a rKa value of 
0.575 (Table 10, page 32).

The Ds fusion rule produced the best results (Ka = 73.50, CW/nested, Table 13) among the 
different evidential fusion rules. The Ds rule even performed better than the fuzzy quantified 
adaptive fusion operator (Ka = 72.19, Table 11, page 32) 

Finally, when using the fuzzy-evidential fusion, it is better to use the Dempster fusion rule with 
nested mass functions and within a closed-world paradigm. One should privilege the GN
normalisation and should not integrate reliability into the fusion process

Next, the ERON fusion is explored. 

4.1.2.3 ERON fusion

Evidential fusion differs from fuzzy-evidential fusion by the fact that here mass functions are 
built directly from classes relative frequency distributions (or histograms). In order to avoid any 
confusion we use the term ERON (Evidential Reasoning ONly) fusion for evidential fusion. 
ERON fusion was described in section 2.7.  

One question may now rise in the reader’s mind about the fundamental difference between ERON 
fusion and fuzzy-evidential fusion. As just mentioned, with ERON fusion the mass functions are 
built from classes histograms while with fuzzy-evidential fusion, mass functions are built from 
membership functions. Then, what is the main difference between frequency distributions and 
membership functions? Well, membership functions are generally normalised between 0 and 1 
while relative frequency distributions are not. So, if I select fuzzy-evidential fusion with un- 
normalised membership functions, am I using ERON fusion? Technically, the answer is yes but 
the reader has to keep in mind that FuRII is a R&D tool.  The use of fuzzy-evidential fusion with 
un-normalised membership functions can be justified by the fact that the fuzzy-evidential tool 
contains more options than the ERON fusion tool. Finally the main conceptual difference 
between both tools is described below: 

Fuzzy-evidential fusion: Mass functions are built from membership values (mv). From 
there, there are two possibilities: a) closed-world: masses are normalised so that their 
sum is equal to 1; b) open-world: a membership value equal to 1 – max(mv) is assigned 
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to the class “other”. After this, masses are normalised so that their sum (including the 
class other) is equal to 1. In both cases, mass functions can be Bayesian or nested. In 
other words, masses are normalised after having included or not some mass to the class 
“other”. 

ERON fusion: Mass functions are built from relative frequency distributions. The sum (S) 
of masses is computed and a mass equal to 1 – S is assigned to ignorance. In the rare 
cases where S is greater than 1, masses are simply normalised and no mass is assigned to 
ignorance. Initially, the ERON tool was limited to Bayesian mass functions. But as FuRII 
is a R&D tool, nested elements were added. In this case, because it produces very low 
mass values, the relative frequency distributions are normalised based on the GN method.

As mentioned in section 2.7, with fuzzy-evidential fusion there are two paradigms: closed-world 
and open-world. With the closed-world, masses are normalised so that their sum is equal to one 
and with the open-world, non-assigned masses are given to “other”. In fact, ERON fusion is a 
third paradigm (but part of the closed-world) where non-assigned masses are given to ignorance.

The ERON fusion was tested and results are presented in Table 17. This fusion tool was tested 
using GLPF<9> and LPF<5-63> histograms. We can see that results are significantly affected by 
the type of histogram smoothing. 

Table 17: Kappa coefficients obtained with ERON classification of the Landsat-TM data 

Ds DP Yg Sm 
GLPF<9> / Bayes 62.51 69.92 69.82 19.55 
GLPF <9> / Nested 73.50 70.59 62.85 0 
LPF1<5-63> / Bayes 71.51 71.23 70.96 3.65 
LPF1<5-63> / Nested 70.52 70.67 65.65 10.54 
(1) Low-pass filtered histogram membership functions. See section 2.3 and 
equation (1) for details. 

Here the best performance was obtained with the Ds fusion rule using nested focal elements with 
GLPF<9> histograms.

4.1.2.4 Trade-off fusion

The trade-off fusion (section 2.8) is an average operator as described in [1]. This rule was tested 
with all reliability measurements available within FuRII and results are given in Table 18. If we 
compare these results with those of Table 11 (fuzzy fusion, page 32) we can see that the trade-off 
fusion did not permit to achieve as good results as those obtained with conjunctive fusion. If we 
compare these results with those of Table 12 (fuzzy fusion using reliability, page 33) we can see 
that when reliability is integrated to the trade-off fusion, results are improved compared to fuzzy 
fusion where reliability produced a decreased performance. 
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Table 18: Kappa coefficients obtained with the classification of the Landsat-TM data using 
trade-off fusion

None pmax stability CD CDPC rOA rAA rKa rPA rUAPA 
69.97 70.31 68.06 70.59 71.00 70.27 70.24 70.29 53.14 64.66 

Global normalisation (GN) 
GLPF<9> membership functions 

Overall, at this point, there is no gain in using trade-off fusion instead of fuzzy fusion.

4.1.2.5 Fuzzy fusion with good bands only (FFGBO)

Fuzzy fusion with good bands only (FFGBO) was introduced in section 2.9. When the reliability 
of a given source is inferior to a reliability threshold, membership values from that source are set 
to 1 which has the effect of removing that source from the conjunctive fusion process (see the 
examples of Table 2).

This fusion tool was tested with different reliability thresholds and results are shown in Table 19.
Recall that when bands or band/class pairs are removed from the fusion process the conjunctive 
fusion is applied without weighting remaining bands. This explains, when the reliability threshold 
is set to zero, all results are identical: in no case there are bands removed so it comes to perform a 
simple conjunctive fusion.

In order to better understand the results of Table 19, one has to go back at the reliability of the 
sources. Source reliability computed with the reliability tool was given in Table 10 (page 32) but 
one has to keep in mind that these reliability coefficients were based on Kappa values given for 
each band. Figure 17 shows the different reliability coefficients for the Landsat-TM data set and 
one can see the coefficients that are unique to each band and those that are unique to each 
band/class pair.

If we consider the reliability threshold of 0.5, for the OA and Ka coefficients (Figure 17) it comes 
to fuse information with three bands while for the AA coefficient if comes to fuse information 
with only two bands. Finally, if we set the threshold to 0.57, for the Ka coefficient, it comes to 
classify data with only one band. Thus, the result is equal to the reliability of that band (Table 10).
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Table 19: Kappa coefficients obtained with the classification of the Landsat-TM data using fuzzy 
fusion that considers good bands only (FFGBO)

None pmax stability CD CDPC rOA rAA rKa rPA rUAPA 
Reliability threshold = 0.0 
72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 72.13 

Reliability threshold = 0.1 
72.13 72.13 66.38 71.16 71.96 72.13 72.13 72.13 70.12 0 

Reliability threshold = 0.2 
72.13 71.59 52.31 70.74 71.60 72.13 72.13 72.13 69.61 0 

Reliability threshold = 0.3 
72.13 65.99 36.73 70.74 71.63 72.13 72.13 72.14 0 0 

Reliability threshold = 0.5 
72.13 49.66 29.60 57.43 64.43 71.16 59.69 71.16 0 0 

Reliability threshold = 0.57 
72.13 46.65 22.90 0 0 71.16 0 57.428 0 0 

Global normalisation (GN) 
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Figure 17: Reliability coefficients associated to the Landsat-TM data of the forest environment. 
Reliability computed with GLPF<9> membership functions normalised using the GN method. 
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4.1.2.6 Comments

So far the results have demonstrated that there is no gain in integrating reliability into the fusion 
process. For both fuzzy and fuzzy-evidential fusion best results were obtained when membership 
functions are normalised using the global normalisation (GN).  

The best fusion result was obtained with the fuzzy-evidential Dempster fusion rule (Table 13) and 
with ERON Ds fusion rule (Table 17), both producing a Kappa coefficient on 73.5. Both 
configurations were based on nested focal elements and GLPF<9> smoothing. The best fuzzy 
fusion result was obtained with quantified adaptive fusion with a Kappa value of 72.2 (Table 11).
None of these two results were as good as the maximum likelihood classification which produces 
a Kappa coefficient of 75.60 (section 0). Figure 18 shows the results obtained with the Dempster 
fusion rule and the quantified adaptive fusion operator.  

Trade-off fusion did not allow to exceed 71.0 (Table 18) and the FFGBO (Table 19) strategy did 
not allow to achieve better than conjunctive fusion.  

At this point, the two best fusion methods are Dempster fusion rule and the quantified adaptive 
fusion operator. If both methods did not allow to perform better than the maximum likelihood 
classification (MLC), it may be explained by the fact that the six Landsat-TM are highly
correlated (mean correlation = 0.64) and that data is well normally distributed (in each band and 
in the multispectral space) thus allowing an appropriate modelling based on ellipsoids of equi-
probabilities using the covariance matrix.

What happens if there are more data sources to fuse? And what happens if these sources are more 
independent (lower correlation)? This is explored in the next section with an augmented data set.
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Figure 18: Fusion results obtained with the Ds fusion rule (top) and the quantified adaptive 
fusion operator (bottom)
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4.1.2.7 Augmented data set

In order to evaluate the performance of the fusion operators with a data set containing low 
correlated sources, some data filtering and texture measurements [7] were computed using the 
TM5 band. This band was selected because it is the one, among the six TM bands, being 
characterised with the higher data variance. Sources composing this new data set are listed in 
Table 20. Reliability coefficients were computed with GLPF<9> histogram MF normalised with 
the GN method. The mean correlation between these 19 sources is 0.165 (or 0.326 with absolute 
correlation values).

Table 20: List of the 19 features and their reliability (rKa) value used for subsequent 
classification of the forest environment data 

feature Reliability feature Reliability 
TM3 0.434 cooc Homogeneity 0.300 
TM4 0.503 cooc Contrast 0.191 
TM5 0.574 cooc Dissimilarity 0.362 
oc Data range 0.328 cooc Entropy 0.289 
oc Mean 0.588 cooc Second moment 0.293 
oc Variance 0.201 cooc Correlation 0.019 
oc Entropy 0.332 Gaussian 0.612 
oc Skewness 0.175 Laplacian 0.203 
cooc Mean 0.588 Laplacian-Gaussian 0.373 
cooc Variance 0.201 
- GLPF<9> histogram membership functions 
- GN normalised MF. 
- OC and COOC refer to occurrence and co-occurrence texture measurements [7]. 
- Texture measurements computed on band TM5. 
- Occurrence texture computed using a 5x5 kernel. 
- Co-occurrence computed using a 5x5 kernel and a (1,1) spatial shift. 

For comparison purposes, the maximum likelihood classification has been applied on this new 
data set leading to a Kappa coefficient of 62.11% which is a decrease of performance compared 
to the MLC classification of the six TM bands (Ka = 75.6%, Figure 16).  

The fuzzy fusion operators have been tested with the new 19-source data set and results are 
presented in Table 21. The main thing to note from this table is that the performance of the fuzzy 
fusion was improved compared to the fusion of the six original TM bands (Table 11). We can 
also note that AN normalisation produced better results than GN normalisation. The best 
performance was achieved with the quantified adaptive fusion with a Kappa coefficient of 78.3%. 
If this represents a small improvement over the MLC classification of the six TM bands (Ka = 
75.6%), at least it shows that quantified adaptive fusion is more stable in the presence of a higher 
number of independent sources.  

Again the integration of reliability measurement into the fusion process did not permit to improve 
the classification accuracy. The conjunctive fusion with reliability (rOA) produced a Kappa 
coefficient of 59.9%. The best score obtained with trade-off fusion is 73.4% produced with AN 
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normalisation and rOA coefficients. Finally, the results obtained with fuzzy fusion considering 
good bands only vary depending on the reliability threshold. The best score is obtained with a 
threshold of 0.3, resulting in a fusion process based on 9 bands and producing a score of 76.4.
Contrary to the first data set (the six TM bands), the FFGBO produced a small improvement in 
performance compared to the conjunctive fusion. 

Table 21: Different fuzzy fusion results (Kappa coefficients) obtained with the 19-source data set 
covering the forest environment

Fuzzy fusion 
Conj.  (AN) Q. Ad. (AN) Q. Ad. (GN) Q. Ad. (PBN) Q. Ad. (NN) 

75.7 78.3 78.0 78.1 78.0 
Fuzzy conjunctive fusion with reliability 

rOA (AN) rAA (AN) rKa (AN) rPA (AN) 
59.9 56.8 57.0 3.2 

Trade-off fusion 
None (AN) rOA (AN) rAA (AN) rKa (AN) rPA (AN) 

73.3 73.2 73.4 72.8 48.6 
Fuzzy fusion with good bands only 

rOA (AN) rKa (AN) 
T = 0.1 76.1 (18 bands) 76.2 (17 bands) 
T = 0.2 76.1 (13 bands) 76.1 (13 bands) 
T = 0.3 76.1 (13 bands) 76.4 (9 bands) 

GLPF<9> membership functions 

Finally, some fuzzy-evidential and ERON fusion results are presented in Table 22. The best 
performance was achieve with the Ds fusion rule using a closed-world paradigm and nested focal 
elements. Also the best performance was achieved with global normalisation (GN), per-band 
normalisation (PBN) and no normalisation (NN). The Kappa score of 75.0 obtained with the Ds 
rule using the 19-source data set represents a slight improvement compare to the Kappa score of 
73.5% obtained with the six TM bands (Table 13). The integration of reliability did not allow 
improving the performance of the fuzzy-evidential fusion results with a Ka value of 74.6. With 
the actual data set, the ERON fusion did not perform as well as with the previous data set with a 
Kappa value going from 73.5 (Table 17) to 66.9 (Table 22).
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Table 22: Different results (Kappa coefficients) obtained with fuzzy-evidential and ERON fusion 
using the 19-source data set covering the forest environment 

Fuzzy-evidential fusion        
GLPF<9> membership functions 

AN GN  PBN  NN 
Ds / cw / Bayes 73.0 73.7 
Ds / cw / nested 74.5 75.0 
Yg / cw / nested 64.2 60.7 
DP / cw / nested 68.5 66.8 
Sm / cw / nested 13.6 9.0 
Fuzzy-evidential fusion with reliability – rOA 
GLPF<9> membership functions 
Ds / cw / nested / GN 74.6 
Ds / cw / nested / AN 72.7 
ERON fusion 

Ds DP Yg Sm 
GLPF<9> / Bayesian 51.2 57.4 45.2 0.0 
GLPF<9> / Nested 66.8 66.7 49.0 0.0 
LPF<5-63> / Bayesian 6.0 21.8 1.8 0.0 
LPF<5-63> / Nested 66.9 50.6 58.2 0.0 

4.1.3 Summary

Table 23 shows the best fusion results for the forest environment scenario, obtained for each 
fusion operator and for both data sets: the six TM bands and the 19-source data sets. All fusion 
operators saw their performance increased with the 19-source data set compare to the six TM 
bands except ERON fusion. 
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Table 23: Summary of some fusion results (Kappa coefficients) obtained for the forest 
environment scenario

Fusion process Data 
set1

Configuration Ka Source 

Fuzzy fusion 
6 Adaptive, quantified adaptive / 

GLPF<9> / GN, NN 72.2 Table 11

19 Quantified adaptive / GLPF<9> /
AN 78.3 Table 21

Fuzzy fusion with reliability 
6 Conjunctive / GLPF<9> / GN / 

Pmax 41.6 Table 12

19 Conjunctive / GLPF<9> / AN / rOA 59.9 Table 21

Trade-off fusion 
6 GLPF<9> / GN / CDPC 71.0 Table 18

19 GLPF<9> / AN / rAA 73.4 Table 21

FFGBO
6

GLPF<9> / GN / t = 0.0 
(comes to a conjunctive fusion) 

72.1 Table 19

19 GLPF<9> / AN / rKa  (t = 0.3) 76.4 Table 21

Fuzzy-evidential fusion
6

Ds / cw / nested / GLPF<9> / 
GN, PBN, NN

73.5 Table 13

19
Ds / cw / nested / GLPF<9> /
GN, PBN, NN 

75.0 Table 22

Fuzzy-evidential fusion with 
reliability

6 Ds / cw / nested / GLPF<9> / GN / 
rOA 72.6 Table 14

19 Ds / cw / nested / GLPF<9> / GN / 
rOA 74.6 Table 22

ERON
6 Ds / GLPF<9> / nested 73.5 Table 17

19 Ds / LPF<5-63> / nested 66.9 Table 22
(1) Six Landsat-TM bands data set  and  19-source data set 

These results will be analysed further in section 4.3. Next we present the results obtained from the 
vehicles detection scenario. 
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4.2 Vehicles detection

Although the original data for this scenario was a scanned colour aerial photography, an 
augmented data set was used for image classification.  

4.2.1 Data set

The starting point for the vehicles detection scenario is a colour imagery that was obtained from a 
scanned aerial photography. The resulting spatial resolution is 32 cm and the data set is composed 
of three bands (red, green, blue). The study site (Figure 19) covers an area of about 450 x 450 
meters.

Figure 19: Imagery (top-left), ground truth (top-right) and training samples (bottom-left) 
covering the vehicles detection scenario. Bottom-right part: enlargement of imagery.
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The ground truth information (Figure 19, top-right) was obtained by digitising features such as 
ships, cars, piers, parking and water. The training samples were manually collected and are, in 
fact, a small subset of the ground truth data. Table 24 gives the number of pixels for both training 
and test samples.

Table 24: Number of pixels defining the training and test samples for the vehicles detection 
scenario

Number of pixels 

Training samples Ground truth (test)

Ship 5 266 21 895 

Car 3 901 18 350 

Pier 2 812 19 746 

Parking 5 159 180 159 

Water 3 677 532 846 

For information purpose, the RGB image was classified using the maximum likelihood 
classification (MLC) and a Kappa coefficient of 69.2% was obtained. By comparison, the 
quantified adaptive fusion (LPF<5-63> MF and GN) produced a Kappa coefficient of 66.8%.  

This data set being composed of only three bands there is not much information to fuse which is 
not well appropriate for testing multisource fusion. Moreover, these three bands are highly 
correlated with the minimum correlation coefficient being 0.981. So, new features were computed 
in order to produce an augmented data set composed of 13 features which are listed in Table 25.
The panchromatic band is simply obtained by averaging the three RGB bands. The erode, dilate, 
fractal dimension, object size and object contrast are features related to mathematical morphology 
operations [10]. More precisely, object size and contrast are derived from differential 
morphological profiles (DMP) [11].  
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Table 25: List of the 13 features composing the augmented data set for the vehicle detection 
scenario

feature 
Reliability 

(rKa) feature 
Reliability 

(rKa) 
Panchromatic 0.684 cooc Variance 0.149 
Erode 3x3 0.631 cooc Homogeneity 0.482 
Dilate 3x3 0.689 cooc Contrast 0.001 
Fractal Dim 0.415 cooc Dissimilarity 0.157 
Size Obj. 0.000 cooc Entropy 0.348 
Contrast Obj. 0.163 cooc Second moment 0.284 
cooc mean 0.542 
- LPF<5-63> histograms MF  
- Global normalisation (GN) 
- COOC refers to co-occurrence texture measurements [7]. 
- Texture measurements computed on panchromatic band. 
- Co-occurrence computed using a 7x7 kernel and a (-2, 0) spatial shift. 
- The five feature below the panchromatic band refer to mathematical 
 morphology operations. 
- Objects size based on DMP computed using [3,5,7,9,11,13,15] kernels. 

4.2.2 Fusion results

The fuzzy fusion was applied on the 13-source data set and results are presented in Table 26. The 
best results were obtained with adaptive and quantified adaptive fusion (Ka = 73.6%). By 
comparison, the maximum likelihood classification produced a Kappa of 60.4%. Compared to the 
RGB data set, the quantified adaptive fusion saw its performance improved which is not the case 
for the MLC.

Table 26: Fuzzy fusion and MLC results (Kappa coefficients) for the vehicle detection scenario

M.F. type Conjunctive Disjunctive Adaptive Q. Ad. MLC

GLPF<9> / AN 64.8 1.0 65.3 67.6 

60.4 

GLPF<9> / GN 65.9 19.5 70.3 68.8 

GLPF<9> / PBN 65.3 25.0 69.6 68.1 

GLPF<9> / NN 65.9 19.5 70.3 68.8 

LPF<5-63> / AN 68.9 0.7 69.1 71.3 

LPF<5-63> / GN 69.8 6.0 72.9 72.2 

LPF<5-63> / PBN 71.1 23.0 73.6 73.6 

LPF<5-63> / NN 69.8 6.0 72.9 72.2 

These results are different from previous results because here it is the combination of LPF 
membership functions with PBN normalisation that produced the best results. 
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Conjunctive fuzzy fusion was tested with the integration of reliability and results are presented in 
Table 27. Again, the PBN normalisation generally produces better results than GN, although the 
performance is very low. Results obtained with trade-off fusion (Table 27) were also better with 
PBN normalisation but not as good as adaptive fusion.

Table 27: Fuzzy fusion results (Kappa coefficients) obtained with reliability integration for the 
vehicle detection scenario

none rOA rAA rKa rPA rUAPA

GLPF<9> / GN 65.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

GLPF<9> / PBN 65.3 61.2 30.0 30.9 0.0 0.2

LPF<5-63> / GN 69.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

LPF<5-63> / PBN 71.1 65.6 45.9 54.3 0.1 0.0

Table 28: Trade-off fusion results (Kappa coefficients) obtained with reliability integration for 
the vehicle detection scenario

No rel. rOA rKa

GLPF<9> / GN 54.5 55.5 58.4 

GLPF<9> / PBN 69.4 70.1 70.4 

LPF<5-63> / GN 27.0 28.0 57.9 

LPF<5-63> / PBN 65.1 69.9 68.7 

Table 29 shows the results obtained with the FFGBO method and, again, it did not allow to 
improve the results compared to adaptive and quantified adaptive fusion using all bands (Table 
26).

Table 29: Fuzzy fusion with good bands only (FFGBO) results (Kappa coefficients) for the 
vehicle detection scenario

configuration No rel. rKa (t = 0.2) rKa (t = 0.4) rKa (t = 0.5) 

LPF<5-63> / GN 69.8 
(13 bands) 

69.8 
(8 bands) 

69.9 
(6 bands) 

67.2 
(4 bands) 

LPF<5-63> / PBN 71.1 
(13 bands) 

68.4 
(8 bands) 

69.8 
(6 bands) 

67.7 
(4 bands) 

GLPF<9> membership functions 

Finally, the remaining tables show results produced with fuzzy-evidential and ERON fusion. 
Table 30 shows some fuzzy-evidential results computed and, the best results are obtained with 
LPF membership functions and nested focal elements. With this configuration GN and PBN 
normalisation produced identical results.
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Table 30: Fuzzy-evidential fusion results (Kappa coefficients) for the vehicle detection scenario 

configuration Ds DP Yg Sm

cw / Bayesian / GLPF<9> / GN 66.9 52.8 47.0 0.0

cw / nested / GLPF<9> / GN 66.9 55.0 55.2 21.0 

cw / nested / LPF<5-63> / GN 70.7 43.3 41.5 27.1 

cw / nested / LPF<5-63> / PBN 70.7 43.3 41.5 27.1 

Table 31 shows fuzzy-evidential results obtained with the integration of sources’ reliability. Here, 
the use of rKa allowed to improve (compared to the last line of Table 30) the performance of the 
fusion process. However, the results are not as good as those obtained with fuzzy fusion (Table 
26).

Table 31: Fuzzy-evidential fusion results (Kappa coefficients) obtained with reliability 
integration for the vehicle detection scenario

configuration Ds DP Yg Sm 

cw / nested / LPF<5-63> / PBN 71.5 65.4 65.5 36.8 

Weighting coefficients based of rKa 

Finally, Table 32 shows the results obtained with ERON fusion. The best performance was 
obtained with LPG histograms and the Bayesian mass functions.

Table 32: ERON fusion results (Kappa coefficients) for the vehicle detection scenario

configuration Ds DP Yg Sm 

GLPF<9> / Bayesian 52.4 53.6 52.1 0.1 

GLPF<9> / nested 64.5 62.9 41.2 0.0 

LPF<5-63> / Bayesian 73.5 73.2 72.2 35.6 

LPF<5-63> / nested 68.7 71.0 58.7 0.0 

4.2.3 Summary

For the vehicles detection scenario, the fusion process using the 13-source data set produced 
better results than the traditional maximum likelihood classification which produced a Ka value 
of 60.4 (Table 26). 
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The best fuzzy fusion result (Ka = 73.6, Table 26) was obtained with adaptive and quantified 
adaptive fusion using per-band normalisation (PBN) with low-pass smoothed histogram
membership functions. The integration of reliability into the fusion process (Table 27) did not 
allow improving the performance. The same observation is made for trade-off (Table 28) and 
FFGBO (Table 29).

The best fuzzy-evidential result (Ka = 70.7, Table 30) was produced with the Ds fusion rule with 
nested focal elements and LPF histogram membership functions. The GN and the PBN 
normalisation methods for this fusion rule produced identical results. The integration of reliability 
into the fuzzy-evidential fusion process allowed increasing the performance with a Ka value of 
71.5 (Table 31).

The best result with ERON fusion (Ka = 73.5, Table 32) was obtained with Bayesian mass 
functions and LPF smoothed histograms. 

Results, for the vehicles detection scenario, are summarised in Table 33. 

Table 33: Summary of the fusion results for the vehicles detection scenario

Fusion process Configuration Ka Source 

Fuzzy fusion 
Adaptive and quantified adaptive / 
LPF<5-63> / PBN 

73.6 Table 26

Fuzzy fusion with reliability Conjunctive / LPF<5-63> / PBN / rOA 65.6 Table 27

Trade-off fusion GLPF<9> / PBN / rKa 70.4 Table 28

FFGBO LPF<5-63> / GN / rKa / t = 0.4 69.9 Table 29

Fuzzy-evidential fusion Ds / cw / nested / LPF<5-63> / GN, PBN 70.7 Table 30

Fuzzy-evidential fusion with 
reliability

Ds / cw / nested / LPF<5-63> / PBN / 
rKa 71.5 Table 31

ERON Ds / LPF<5-63> / Bayesian 73.5 Table 32

Next, these results are analysed and commented.

4.3 Comments and discussion

So far, the reader can see that it is difficult to extract general tendencies about the best fusion 
rules, the best type of membership functions and the best normalisation methods, etc. From the 
first experiments using the Landsat-TM data set (section 0), the best results were obtained with 
fuzzy-evidential and ERON fusion (Table 23). In both cases, the best performance was achieved 
using nested focal elements and GLPF<9> histograms. Also, in the case of the fuzzy-evidential 
fusion, this performance was achieved with the GN normalisation. From the second experiments 
using the augmented data set (section 4.1.2.7), the best result was obtained with quantified 
adaptive fusion (Table 23) using GLPF<9> membership functions and GN normalisation. With 
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the final experiments using the 13-source data set (vehicles scenario, section 4.2), the best 
performance was obtained with quantified adaptive fusion (Table 33) based on PBN 
normalisation and LPF<5-63> smoothing. This best performance was immediately followed by 
ERON fusion using Bayesian mass functions. 

If we concentrate on fuzzy-evidential fusion, we can see, for the forest environment scenario 
(Table 23) that the integration of reliability did not allow improving the fusion performance. On 
the opposite, for the vehicles scenario (Table 33), the fusion performance increases when 
reliability is considered.   

Finally, the fusion process using the 19-source and the 13-source data sets permitted to achieve 
better performance than the traditional maximum likelihood classification, but this is not the case
for the six TM bands data set where MLC performed better.  

We could isolate one variable (fusion operator, membership functions types and smoothing filter, 
normalisation method, etc.) and try to understand its behaviour in order to identify the optimal 
conditions for its use. But more important is the interaction between these variables. For example, 
for a given data set we may fix the membership functions as GLPF histograms, compare the four 
types of normalisation (AN, GN, PBN, NN), and conclude. But if we change for LPF histograms 
we might find a different conclusion. And what about triangular membership functions? With all 
possible combinations, it becomes rapidly very difficult to understand every possible situation;
however, we will try to explain some of the results obtained in the present work.

Figure 20 shows the membership functions for the nine classes and the six bands composing the 
Landsat-TM data set. Membership functions are modeled with GLPF<9> histograms and are 
normalised using the GN method. We can see that most of the classes are normally distributed 
except water that is bimodal in bands TM1, TM2 and TM3. If there is a good normality in each 
band, we may assume that the normality is good in the multispectral space thus explaining why 
MLC performed better than fusion. 

The global normalisation means that only one membership function is normalised to 1 and that all 
other MF are normalised proportionally and we can see in Figure 20 that GN is led by band TM2
with few MF normalised to one. If all other membership functions are lower than those four ones, 
we can see that they are not far below. This indicates that there should not be a big difference 
between GN and PBN normalisation. In fact, in the case of fuzzy fusion (Table 11) both GN and 
PBN produced very similar results.  
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Figure 20: Membership functions - forest scenario - for the 9 classes and the six TM bands. 
Global normalisation and GLPF membership functions. 

Figure 21 shows the membership functions for the nine classes (forest environment) for some of 
the features of the 19-source data set. Again, GLPF histograms MF are used with GN 
normalisation. We can see that data is not as well distributed as in Figure 20. Here, there are five 
bands with non-normal distributions such as the #1 (Figure 21 top-left). Also there are six bands 
with a lack of discrimination (large overlap) such as #2 and #4 (top-right and middle-right). There 
are two bands with low values such as #3 (middle-left) and finally, there are six bands with 
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relatively good discrimination (#5 and #6, bottom). The combination of five bands being not 
normally distributed with six bands with poor discrimination is sufficient to explain the poor 
performance of the MLC classifier. 

In Figure 21 we can see that global normalisation is led by the “TM5 cooc variance” feature (#1) 
and that all other features are far below with peaks under 0.6. This normalisation makes the “TM5 
entropy” feature (#3) nearly useless with membership values not exceeding 0.2. This explains 
why the fuzzy fusion (Table 21) with AN normalisation produced better results than other 
normalisation methods. The type of membership normalisation has little impact on fuzzy-
evidential fusion using a closed-world paradigm because once mass functions are built, they are 
normalised so the sum of masses gives one.

Figure 21: Membership functions - forest scenario - for the 9 classes and some of the 19 sources. 
Global normalisation and GLPF membership functions. 
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Figure 22 shows the GLPF histogram membership functions with global normalisation for the 
five classes and some of the 13 features of the vehicles scenario data set. These can be compared 
to Figure 23 that shows the LPF membership functions (of the same scenario) normalised with the 
PBN method. With this scenario, the PBN normalisation produced better results than GN nor AN. 
Also, the LPF smoothing produced better result than GLPF. 

The 13-sources data set comprises nine bands with non-normal distributions such as #2 and #4, 
three bands with relatively well distributed data (#3 and #5) and one band with low discrimination 
potential such a #1. These data distributions explain the poor performance of the MLC 
classification. In Figure 22 we can see that the vast majority of the membership values do not 
exceed 0.2 thus explaining the lower performance of GN normalisation.

Figure 22: Membership functions – vehicles scenario - for the 5 classes and some of the 13 
sources. Global normalisation and GLPF membership functions. 

We can see with Figure 23 that the PBN normalisation increases the discriminant potential of the 
panchromatic band (#3). Things are also a little bit improved for MF in graphics #4 and #5 but 
this is enough to explain why the PBN normalisation produced better results than other 
normalisation methods. 
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Figure 23: Membership functions – vehicles scenario – for the five classes and some of the 13
sources. Per-band normalisation and LPF membership functions. 

4.3.1 MF normalisation method

With the fusion examples given in this report we have seen that the MF normalisation method has 
an impact on the classification results. In fact, the selection of a MF normalisation approach 
should be guided by the shape and the magnitude of data distributions. Here we propose a method 
to define which normalisation approach should be used for fusion. The proposed method is based 
on the use of the histograms of relative frequencies and their maximum values or peaks. To be 
more exact, the user should select the same types of membership functions he intends to use 
during the fusion process combined with the “No Normalisation” (NN) feature in the “Select 
Samples” tool. The method extracts the peak value of each membership function. If n classes are 
used with m bands, this produces an array of n by m elements. For each band, we extract the 
highest peak (Pb) and we compute the average of the n peaks (Mb). Then, for each band we 
compute the ratio R1 = Pb / Mb. This ratio R1 expresses the inner band MF variability. If R1 is very 
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high for one band, it means that there is, in this band, a MF that is much higher than all others.
Considering that we are using m bands, we will obtain a vector of m R1 ratios. We also have a 
vector containing the m values of Pb. from which we compute the average MP and from which we 
extract the highest peak PP. We finally compute the ratio R2 = PP / MP which corresponds to the 
inter band MF variability. If the ratio R2 is very high it means that there is one band that has a 
membership function much higher than the ones in the other bands.  

Considering our three data sets we can build the following rules: 

IF (R1 < 2.5) THEN use GN normalisation

IF (2.5 < R1 < 3.0) and (R2 > 2)  THEN use PBN normalisation

IF (R1 > 3.0) and (1.5 < R2 < 2) THEN use AN normalisation

The first rule indicates that if in no band, there is a MF much higher than the others; the GN 
method can be used. The second rule indicates that if there is a band with a dominant MF and if 
there is, among the bands, a very dominant one than use PBN method. Finally, the third rule 
indicates that if there is a very dominant MF inside one band and if among the bands there is one 
dominant band then use the AN normalisation.  

These rules have been tested against a fourth data set comprising four bands (blue, green, red and
near infrared) characterised with a 16 cm spatial resolution. Five classes were considered (forest, 
grass, impervious, car and military vehicles) and the best classification results (based on fuzzy 
quantified adaptive fusion) were obtained with the GN normalisation. Table 34 gives the R1 and 
R2 values for the four data sets and their winning normalisation methods. 

Table 34: R1 and R2 value for four data sets and their winning normalisation methods

6 bands 
(forest)

19 bands 
(forest)

13 bands 
(vehicles)

4 bands 
(vehicles)

R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

2.38 1.53 3.42 1.74 2.87 2.27 1.96 1.06 

GN AN PBN GN

The rules given above need more validation. By the time this validation is made, the user could, 
for a given scene, compute four fuzzy conjunctive fusion operations using the four normalisation 
methods and then select the one that produced the best results for testing other fusion rules. The 
evaluation of the results can be based on the training samples. Note that these rules can be used 
for fuzzy and ERON fusion but also note that they have no impact on the fuzzy-evidential fusion 
using a closed-world because one mass functions are built, they are normalised.

If we attempted to explain some of the results, next we will try to define some guidelines related 
to the use of the fusion tools. 
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4.3.2 Guidelines

The provided guidelines are based on the analysis of the results obtained with the three data sets 
used in the present study. 

Fuzzy fusion: Experiments have demonstrated that quantified adaptive fusion is at least as good 
as conjunctive fusion and often better so it is a good guess to promote its use. Results have also 
demonstrated that there is not much difference between the different types of MF normalisation 
methods. So, one can favour quantified adaptive fusion with GN normalisation. In fact, the 
question of MF normalisation will be solved automatically with the three production rules 
mentioned above. 

Fuzzy-Evidential fusion: The results have demonstrated that the Ds fusion rule was always better 
that DP, Yg and Sm rules. Closed-world performed better than open-world and nested focal 
elements performed better than Bayesian mass functions. It was also noted that GN, PBN, and 
NN normalisation methods produced equivalent results. This is true for the closed-world 
paradigm. This is not surprising because once mass functions are derived from membership 
values, they are normalised so that the sum of masses is equal to one. The important thing to keep 
in mind is that the initial ratio between each class in each band has to be preserved. GN, PBN and 
NN respects this condition but not AN: this is why this latter produced lower performance. 

Although it is not recommended to use the open-world paradigm because of its poor performance, 
it is important to know that with this paradigm, the PBN normalisation would be more 
appropriate. For example, if we consider the panchromatic band (#3, Figure 22) and a value of 55, 
GN normalisation will lead to a maximum membership value of 0.13 and thus the mass assigned 
to the class “other” would be 0.87. If we consider the PBN normalisation (#3, Figure 23), the 
highest membership value becomes 0.98 thus the mass assigned to the class “other” becomes 
0.02. 

Finally, one can favour the Ds fusion rule in a closed-world paradigm with GN normalisation. 

ERON fusion: The evidences noted during this work are insufficient to draw a conclusion with 
high confidence. In one case, the Bayesian mass functions produced better results and in two 
cases, the nested focal elements performed better. We have also seen that results are significantly 
affected by the type of histogram smoothing (GLPF vs. LPF). 

It was mentioned in section 2.7 that masses, with ERON fusion, are based on the histograms of 
relative frequencies. It was also mentioned that for nested focal elements, the global 
normalisation was used by default in order to decrease the masses assigned to ignorance (section 
2.7). If fact, the four types of normalisation (AN, GN, PBN, NN) could be used with ERON 
fusion. A small test was done with the 13-band and the 19-band data sets considering these four 
normalisation methods. Observations have shown that the results vary depending on the selected 
method but more important is that results have shown that the rules involving R1 and R2 (section 
4.3.1) can be applied to ERON fusion. 

Other fusion tools: The results obtained in the present work showed that other tools such as trade-
off fusion or FFGBO did not allow producing better results than fuzzy or fuzzy-evidential fusion. 
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Also the integration of reliability into the fusion process did not permit to improve the 
performances.

4.3.3 Other parameters

FuRII, as described in section 2.3, offers many types of membership functions such as Gaussian, 
trapeze, triangle, S, Z, contour, GLPF histograms and LPF histograms. The user may have also 
noted that not much effort has been put in testing other types besides GLPF and LPF histograms. 
This is explained by the fact that there is not much reason to think that other models could 
produce better results than histograms MF. Gaussian, trapeze, triangle, S and Z functions are 
membership functions that suppose a given type of model and this requires an a priori knowledge 
of this given type. Histogram membership functions do not require this a priori knowledge and 
the filtering (smoothing) allows bringing a certain generalisation in the model. 

Fusion by samples considers each sample as an independent class. Once the fusion process is 
completed for a given pixel, the class assigned to this pixel is the class to which the winning 
sample belongs. If a sample K wins the fusion process and that sample K belongs to class Y, than 
the pixel is labelled as class Y. Fusion by samples was implemented in order to facilitate the 
classification of objects that may be present under several aspects. For examples, cars can be 
white, blue, red, black but they are all cars. Objects can also be under direct sunlight or under 
shadowing conditions. Table 35 shows some results obtained with the fusion by samples. For the 
three data sets, the configuration used to obtain the best quantified adaptive fusion result was re-
used for the classification by samples. Only with the first data set, fusion by samples produced 
similar results to fusion by classes. With the two other data sets, the fusion by samples produced 
poorer performances. 

Table 35: Some results obtained with fusion by samples. 

Forest, 6 bands Kappa

Quantified adaptive, GLPF<9>, GN 72.2  (Table 11) 

Quantified adaptive by samples 72.8 

Forest, 19-band data set

Quantified adaptive, GLPF<9>, AN 78.3  (Table 21) 

Quantified adaptive by samples (AN) 70.6 

Quantified adaptive by samples (PBN) 71.1 

Vehicles, 13-band data set

Quantified adaptive, LPF<5-63>, PBN 73.6  (Table 26) 

Quantified adaptive by samples 60.6 

In conclusion, the fusion by samples is not a good strategy for image classification. On the other 
side, it could be an interesting solution to consider for target detection when only one class is 
considered (i.e., target detection).    
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5 General discussion 

In this work, we have compared fusion results obtained with different fusion configurations. 
Performance was evaluated with the Kappa coefficient but never the computation time was taken 
into account. The reader must keep in mind that fuzzy fusion is much faster than Dempsterian 
fusion and among the four Dempsterian fusion rules, the DP one is the slowest. If Dempsterian 
fusion can be 10 times slower than fuzzy fusion, it is even slower with fusion by samples. 

The reader must also take into account that if the performances obtained by different fusion 
configurations were compared no statistical tests were performed is order to measure the level of 
significance of these differences. If one fusion method produces a Kappa coefficient of 78.0 and 
another method produces a Kappa of 78.3 we may consider the results as identical. However, 
only a statistical test could determine if both results are significantly different. In another 
example, one method may have produced a Kappa of 72.2 and another method may have 
produced a Kappa of 73.5. A statistical test could reveal a significant difference between both 
results thus concluding that method 2 is better than method 1. However, if it took one hour to 
compute the second result and only five minutes to compute the first results there is still a gain in 
using the first method. 

This is why no effort was put in measuring the level of significance of the differences in the 
results. At the end, quantified adaptive fuzzy fusion would have won because fuzzy fusion is 
faster and quantified adaptive fusion is the generally best of the fuzzy fusion operators. 

In the two first reports on FuRII [1],[2] the measures of reliability have been described. Among 
them there was the Capacity to Discriminate (CD) which is based on the membership functions 
intersections. For example, if we consider the panchromatic band of Figure 23 (#3) the highest 
intersection is between pier and parking. Both membership functions intersect at 0.75 thus the 
reliability of this band is 0.25. An extension of this reliability measure is the Capacity to 
discriminate Per Class (CDPC). For example, the reliability of the panchromatic band to extract 
water is 0.74 because “water” intersects “car” at 0.26. The same way, the reliability of this band 
to extract ship is 0.82 because “ship” intersects “car” at 0.18. One can see a weakness in this 
approach because some of the membership functions have note their peak normalised to 1. Let 
consider the panchromatic band in a context of global normalisation (Figure 22). Here, pier and 
parking intersect at 0.1 thus the reliability of the band would be 0.9. The CD and CDPC 
measurements were designed in a context of AN normalisation in which case, the reliability 
values would have more sense. It also gives more meaning if we think about the intersection of 
two Gaussian functions. If two such functions intersect at 1, it indicates that both functions are 
identical at a given point although they can differ in extents. Finally, one could generate AN 
normalised membership functions with the “Select Samples” tool than compute the reliability 
using the “Compute Reliability” tool thus producing a reliability file. After, one would generate 
GN normalised membership functions but keep the same reliability file for future fusion 
operations. Note that this approach has not been tested and it is suggested only for CD and CDPC. 

Within FuRII there are several ways to measure reliability but the emphasis was put on 
performance metrics (source performance, section 2.4) based on confusion matrices. These 
metrics, such as OA, AA, Ka, PA and UAPA, have the advantage of measuring the true 
performance of individual sources contrarily to other measures such as the capacity to 
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discriminate classes (CD and CDPC) and the capacity to make a clear decision. No analysis on 
the relation between these two reliability measures and the source performance has been done.

Finally, we could complete this discussion on a philosophical note. It was mentioned that fuzzy-
evidential fusion was based on the use of membership functions while ERON fusion was based 
on relative frequencies distributions which are also probability distributions. But what is the 
fundamental difference between a membership function and a probability distribution? A 
probability distribution is associated to the concept of probability of occurrence while a
membership function is associated to the concept of membership (or similarity) value. This is 
why the sum of the probabilities of distribution is equal to one and this is why a maximum 
membership value is one. The fact that FuRII can use different MF normalisation methods breaks 
the frontier between membership functions and probability distributions. But the more important 
here was to test the different possibilities before considering the theoretical aspects.
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6 Conclusion

FuRII (Fuzzy Reasoning Applied to Image Intelligence) is a tool for image classification that was 
developed in the framework of the Applied Research Program (ARP) project 15DK01 which is 
part of the project 15DK entitled “Current and Emerging Image Exploitation Techniques”. FuRII 
version 2.0, which is a major improvement of version 1 developed in-house, was developed under 
contract #W7701-092854 by Aerex Avionics Inc during the 2009-2012 time frames.

FuRII is a R&D tool for testing and evaluating several fusion configurations such as fuzzy, fuzzy-
evidential, and evidential fusion. It allows evaluating the performance of the fusion process when 
sources reliability is taken into account or not. The major conclusions found in this work are as 
follow: 

Overall, the simplest models are the more efficient in term of performance achieved 
and computation time. As such, quantified adaptive fuzzy fusion is the operator to 
favour. Fuzzy fusion is, by far, faster than fuzzy-evidential and evidential fusion. 
Quantified adaptive fusion is always among the best fuzzy fusion operators.   

There is no gain in integrating sources’ reliability weighting into the fusion process.
In no case, the integration of reliability into fusion allowed to get better results that 
the simple quantified adaptive fusion.  

Finally, the development of FuRII allowed gaining a significant expertise into the domain of 
fusion by having tested and compared different paradigms and models. If FuRII is developed for 
per-pixel image classification, the fusion tools could be adapted to different types of problems 
such as target detection in a tactical environment.

At the beginning of the FuRII development there were two approaches of fusion that were based 
on fuzzy and evidential reasoning. The evidential fusion was then integrating two paradigms that 
where the closed- and the open-worlds. With the closed-world paradigm, the masses are 
normalised so their sum is equal to one. With the open-world paradigm, a mass assigned to 1 
minus the highest membership value is assigned to the class “other”. The normalisation is then 
computed with the integration of this new class “other”. In both cases, masses of the evidential 
fusion were derived from membership values (computed from membership functions). Then a 
new approach of evidential fusion, inspired by Peddle [8], was implemented. This method uses 
the histograms of relative frequencies and, for a given pixel, a mass of 1 minus the sum of all 
classes probabilities is assigned to ignorance. The classes’ probabilities are given by the 
histograms. In order to differentiate this new approach it was call evidential fusion and the first 
evidential approach was called fuzzy-evidential fusion. To better discriminate both approaches, 
evidential fusion was also called ERON (Evidential Reasoning Only). Then another aspect came 
to play a role which is the type of normalisation. For types of membership functions 
normalisation were implemented: all membership functions normalised to one (AN), global 
normalisation (GN), per-band normalisation (PBN) and no normalisation (NN). If we use fuzzy-
evidential fusion with NN membership functions, it comes to perform ERON fusion.  Similarly, if 
ERON fusion is used with AN normalised histograms, it comes to perform fuzzy-evidential 
fusion. Finally, we have to see ERON fusion as a type of closed-world paradigm. Hence, further 
development of FuRII, if there is, should consider merging the ERON fusion with the fuzzy-
evidential fusion tool where the user could select between the three options: 
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- Closed-world: Normalise masses

- Closed-world: Assign non-attributed probabilities to ignorance 

- Open-world: Assign non-attributed probabilities to “other”

Overall, FuRII is a R&D tool that allows integrating many aspects into the fusion process. These 
aspects include: membership function definition (shape and filtering), membership functions 
normalisation, fusion rules, reliability integration or not. For evidential fusion, shall we consider a
closed-world or an open-world? For the closed-world shall we consider masses normalisation or 
ignorance? This makes many possible combinations to analyse and each possible one can provide
a subject for a thesis.

The final word is about the fact that the conclusions found in this report are opposed to what is 
found in some papers [8], [12] that mention that evidential reasoning is much more powerful than 
traditional classifiers. Our results have shown that when data is normally distributed a simple 
method such as maximum likelihood classification can perform better then fuzzy or evidential 
fusion. On the other side, when sources are independent and when data is not normally 
distributed, the fusion approaches can perform better.   
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List of symbols/abbreviations/acronyms/initialisms 

AA Average accuracy

Ad Adaptive fusion

AN All membership functions Normalised to 1

Conj Conjunctive fusion 

COOC Texture co-occurrence measurements

Disj Disjunctive fusion 

DMP Differential Morphological Profile

DND Department of National Defence

DP “Dubois and Prade” fusion rule 

Ds Dempster fusion rule

DRDC Defence Research & Development Canada

ERON Evidential Reasoning ONly

FFGBO Fuzzy Fusion with Good Bands Only 

GLPF Gaussian Low-Pass Filter

GN Global Normalisation 

Ka Kappa coefficient. See the glossary for a definition of Kappa.

LPF Low-Pass Filter ( details explained in section 2.3, equation (1) )

MF Membership function 

MV Membership Value

NN No Normalisation

OA Overall accuracy

OC Occurrence texture measurements

PA Producer accuracy

PBN Per-Band Normalisation 

Qad Quantified adaptive fusion

rKa,  rKappa Kappa coefficient used as a reliability coefficient. See the glossary for a 
definition of Kappa. 

rOA Overall accuracy used as a reliability coefficient

rPA Producer accuracy used as a reliability coefficient

R&D Research & Development 
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Sm Smets fusion rule 

UA User accuracy

UAPA User accuracy multiplied by producer accuracy

Yg Yager fusion rule
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